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Der vorliegende Bericht wurde im Rahmen eines Forschungsvertrages mit
der International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) in Wien angefertigt. In
enger Zusammenarbeit mit der einschlägigen Industrie wurden darin Maß-
nahmen zur Überwachung des Spaltstoffflusses in Schnellbrüter-Brennele-
mentherstellungs-Anlagen vom ALKEM-Typ entwickelt. Dazu wurden zunächst
die Anlagenpläne analysiert und die für ein Kontrollsystem relevanten
strategischen Bereiche abgegrenzt. Besonderes Gewicht wurde auf das Stu-
dium der zu verwendenden Keßinstrumente gelegt. Ein wesentlicher Aspekt
war, daß die Spaltmaterialkontrolle ohne Beeinträchtigung des Betriebs-
ablaufes erfolgen sollte. Außerdem wurde ein Simulationsprogramm ent-
worfen, das Informationen über den Prozeßablauf liefern und so zur Kon-
trolle herangezogen werden kann. Auch ein Protokoll- und Berichterstattungs-
system wurde entwickelt. Für die Materialbilanz wurde der Unsicherheitsbe-
reich untersucht, um die Entdeckungswahrscheinlichkeit einer möglichen Ent-
wendung abschätzen zu können. Der Bericht schließt mit einem Ausblick auf
Verbesserungen bei Instrumenten, Verfahren und Anlageauslegung, die die
Spaltstoffflußkontrolle weiter erleichtern könnten.
The present report was prepared in the framework of a research contract with
the International Atomic Energy Agency in Vienna. In elose collaboration with
competent representatives of industry, safeguards procedures for ALKEM type
plants fabricating fast breeder reactor fuel have been developed. For this
aim first of all the plant layout was analysed and the strategie areas rele-
vant for safeguards control were established. Special stress was laid on the
study of instruments which can be applied. One main aspect in doing all this
was that safeguards control should not hamper the normal operating procedures.
In addition a simulation progrwü was developed which can give information on
the process features and can be of help for the control. Also a system of re-
cords and reports was designed. For the material balance the variances of MUF
have been studied in order to give an estimate of the detection probability
for a possible diversion. The report ends with an outlook on improvements of
instruments, measures and plant layout which could facilitate safeguards control.
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The present report deseribes the work and the results obtained in the
framework of the lAEA eontract No. 790/RB on "Development of Saf'eguards
Proeedures for an ALKEM Type Plant Fabrieating Plutonium Fuel Elements for
Fast Breeder Reaetors" and eonstitutes the final report of the contract.
This work has been carried out at the Institut für Angewandte Reaktorphysik,
Kernforsehungszentrum Karlsruhe, in elose collaboration with the representa-
tives of the ALKEM plant, Hanau, Federal Republie of Gezmany ,
After an analysis of the layout of the ALKEM type plant, the operators'
material balance areas (MBA) and their accountability system, the MBAs
and the strategie points for safeguards purposes have been ee t abLi shed,
Three MBAs,namely, the storage area, the process area and the analytical
laboratory have been found to be sufficient. The safeguards procedures have
then been developed based mainly on the lines laid down in the lAEA document
Gov/Com.22/164~containing the reeommendations of the Safeguards Committee of
the Board of Governors. It has been shown that with the use of already avail-
ab.:l.e 1lle<:l.su.dng~m:;tri:.l.w.eutti <:l.nd se<:l.l~ngand identification techniques ,the net
time of insepctions at the plant for a full coverage (maximum inspection time)
would be fairly low, i.e. in the range of about 3100 hrs.
A number of instruments, which are of interest for safeguarding an ALKEM
type fabrication plant, have been discussed in some detail. They are a) calori-
meter for Pu-assay in birdcages and finished unirradiated fuel pins; b) neutron-
counting unit for different types of wastes and c) a y-lock for the control
of Pu carried on aperson. The time for development ti11 the industrial appli-
eation of these instruments and the associated development costs have also
been estimated. The first two are expected to be available by the end of 1972;
the last one is available today.
A mathematical model has been developed to simulate roughly the operation
of the ALKEM type plant. Although some interesting eonclusions can be drawn,
the actual use of such simulation can be properly assessed only after compar-
ing the results of the simulation with the actual operation of the plant.
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Since the objective of the safeguards measures is to make a statement
with regard to MUF (material unaccounted for) s the variance of- the MUF
has been calculated for two different campai gns , It has been shown that
for all practical purposes the variance is determined almost entirely by
the relative standard deviation of the systematic error component of mea-
surement for the feed and the product streams. The relative threshold value
above which a diversion can be detected with 0.95 probability (with an error
probability of 5 %) has been found to be approximatelY the same for all the
campaigns considered and is in the range of 0.9 %of the feed stream.
In the final part of the report sanumber of possible improvements have
been discussed s in the context of which a sketch of the possible layout of
the same ALKEM type plant, which will be advantageous for safeguards activi-




The growth of nuclear power generation throughout the world has been
fairly rapid and the requirement for nuclear fuel has been increasing con-
tinuously.• Since the amount of plutonium produced during the coming years
is also expected to be high. a significant part of the nuclear fuel fabri-
cated in the civil sector. particularly if expressed in effo kg, is expect-
ed to be plutonium baaed..In a :f'abrication plant plutonium remains in anaccessible
form through a large part of the process stepso It is therefore. desirable
to analyse in detail the possibilities and implications of safeguards in
such a planto
201 Basic considerations
The objective of safeguards is the timely detection of diversion of signi-
ficant quantities of nuclear material from peaceful nuclear activities to the
manufacturer of nuclear weapons 01" of other nuclear devices 01" tor purposes
unknown. and deterrence of such diversion by the risk of early detection.
attain the above mentioned objective are material balance aecountancy supple-
mented by containment and surveillance measures , Following steps are required
for the implementation of these measures:
a) Verification of design information from a nuclear facility mainly to select
the strategie points and the corresponding material balance areas (MBA)
and to set up the safeguards procedureso
b ) Arecord system at the facili ty in which information with regard to the
movements of the amounts of fissile material from and to a MBA will be kept 0
The source data on a given amount of material are also registered in this
system.
c) Reporting system according to which the information on the movement of
nuclear material from 01" to a MBA will be sent to the safeguards organi-
s ati on ,
d) Inspection system with which the safeguards organisation can veriry mainly
the consistency of reports and records. and the location, identity, quanti-
ty and composition of all nuclear material sUbject to safeguards o
The safeguards procedures developed in this report correspond to the four
steps mentioned aboveo
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3.. Deseription 01' the plant
The development 01' saf'eguexds pzocedures 1'01' a plutonium f'uel f'abrieation
plant needs a realistie basis, i.e .. aplant, the design and operation of'
whieh eorrespond to the present state 01' teehnology. Only in this way a
direet applieability 01' the proeedures is ensured.. The following investi-
gation is based on a plant design similar to that 01' the plant ~KEM, whieh
is u.~der construetion and is expeeted to go into operation in the course 01'
1971..
3.1 General identifieation and main f'acility data
3.1.1 Purpose and tyPe of' the f'aeility
The produetion program 01' the f'airly automatized fabrication plant eonsider-
ed eomprises 01' fuel pins both 1'01' thermal (0.5-4% Pu) and 1'01' fast reaetors
(10-16% Pu). Beside8, exeess amounts 01' Pu02, possibly serap, and irreeover-
able waste «0.5% Pu) 1'01' final storage will be shipped from the plant ..
3.1.2 Operating mode 01' the facility
The fabrieation plant will be operated normally during one shi1't end Ls er
peeted to have 200 working days per year .. The daily throughput 01' plutonium.
lies in the order 01' 10 kg 01' Pu02•
3.. 1.3 Layout 01' the plant
The complete produetion equipment is instalIed in one large hall, in whieh








are subdivided by so called cadascns , The sketch 01' a layout 01' the plant
containing also the main routes followed by nuclear material i8 given in
Fig.. 3-1 .. Because 01' the caisson type layout, the aetive part 01' the plant
can be considered to be within a double containment ..
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On one side an additional building is connected with the production hall
in which cloak and rest room. laundry end operational offices are provided.
The connection is formed as a bottle neck. Personnel entering and leaving
the production hall has to pass the bottle neck, in which a gamma-lock is
instalIed. This device controls plutonium containing material carried by a
person.
On the other sdde , another building is connected with the production hall
in which rooms for storages toruranium and plutonium, for fuel pins and waste
are provided.
3.2 Flow, handling, and location of nuclear materials
A general flowsheet of the fuel pin production is shown in Fig. 3-2.
The plant operator m~ like to divide the process into 15 MBAs • Although,
for safeguards purposes, the number of MBAs will be only three (see chapter 5),
the relevant information on the operator's MBAs are presented below.
3.2.1 Pu storage
At the Pu storage area the following items are stored:
a.) Pu02 powder in 2.5 kg containers f'rom the arrival at the facility up
to processing,
b) Pu02 powder in 2.5 kg containers from the production at the conversion
area up to f'urther processing or shipment.
The Pu content of the powder is 88 %.
3.2.2 Conversion
A part of the fissile material to be processed at the fabrication plant
will be received as Pu-nitrate solution. The Pu content of the solution is
10-20 %.
Besides the Pu02 powder, the Pu nitrate solution arriving in 10 1 bottles
will also be stored in a 800 1 homogenization tank located at the conversion
area. This solution will be subsequently converted to plutonium oxide in 40 1
batches by the process of oxalate precipitation , filtratio~ and calcination.
3-5 %of the fisEdle material are transfered from the conversion area to the
waste storage.
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Tab 0 3-1 and 3-2 give information on f'low. intermediate storages, produc-
tion steps end accountability procedures of' the conversion areao The res-
pective numbers of' the MBAs according to the plant operator's subdivision
are also indicated in the tables 0
3.2 .. 3 Powder preparation
The Pu powder, coming from the storage area in 2.5 kg containers is cal-
cined in batches of 25 kg at 700-1000oC.in the powder preparation area o The
sinterable powder (BET surf'ace 5 m2/g; density 1.7-2,,3 g/cm3) isscreened and
homogenized in batches of' 50 kg , The powder is then mixed with sinterable U02
powder and the recycle scrap and homogenized in batches of 120 kg o This corres-
ponds to an accumul.atd.on of about one week.
The density of the pressed pellets is 4.8-5 .. 8 g/cm3• the Pu content 2.5-16% ..
In this area 4-8% of' the f'eed i8 expected to be produced as waste o




The sintering process carried out here at 17000C needs about 24 hours.
The f'inal density of the sintered pellets is 9.2-10.6 g/cm3• Grinding and
measurement of dimensions end surface of the pellets complete the pellet pro-
duction sbep , About 2-4 %are expected to be pzoduced aa scz-ap during the
sintering step and a similar amount as waste during the grinding stepo
Table 3-6 and 3-7 give further information..
302 0 5 Pin production
The columns of' pellets are dried and introduced into the cladding" After
decontamination. the cladding is closed by welding.. The amount of' acrap
is expected to be 2-4 %.
Further information is given in Tab" 3-8 and 3-90
3..2.6 Quality control
Before storing and 8hipping the produced fuel pins are subjected to
several tests and measurements to ensure that they meet the specifications
of the custiomer-,
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The tests are: pressure test, leak test and X-ray test" Besides, the
contamination and the total geometry are measuredo 3-5% are expected 80S
scrapo
Further information is given in Tab. 3-10 0
3.2 0 7 Pin storage
The finally tested and measured fuel pins are stored at the pin storage
area until shippingo
3.2.8 Analysis
At the analysis area the sampIes coming from different areas are analysed
by different methods: Potentiometry, X-ray fluorescence, mass spectrometry
and weighing. The accumulated sampies are filled after analysis into a
bottle and transfered periodically to the waste storage 80S 80 separate batch ,
302.9 Scrap recovery
______yj.~_Land~oj;_defined wastes cannot be rec~cled directl~,,__ReRroce_Sß_in~is
required before. The steps carried out at the scrap recovery area are: disso-
lution, reduction and ion exchangeo The final product is Pu nitrate solution
which is trahsfered to the conversion area for further processing o Waste is
expected to be 10-25 %out of which 75 %can be processed again"
Further information is given in Tabo 3-11.
302.10 Waste storage
The wastes from different areas are stored here.. Before final discharge
it has to be decided (for example by use of passive neutron andy-interrogation)
whether or not they are recoverableo
Further information is given in Tabo 3-12 0
3 .. 3 Nuclear materials accounting and measurement system
3.3.1 Accounting system
The fuel fabrication plant for accounting purposes has been subdivided by
the plant operator in 15 MBAs. With regard to the production, the plant is
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operated in such a way, that the fissile material passes successively through
one 01' more procesaing steps per day.. After completion of the respective pro-
cessing steps of one day, the fissile material has to be controlled qualita-
tively and quantitatively to ensure that the material is qualified for the
subsequent processing steps (of the next day). This means that the respective
number of processing steps to be passedper d~ forms a MBA.
Informations on input, output and the book inventory of each MB\ are generat-
ed dailyo
As long as no computer is installed (which is an option for the operator)
the data are filled into the records , a copy of which is given to the accoun-
tability section for hand-computed eValuation.
3.302 Measurement system
In Tables 3-1 to 3-12 for the different MBAs, the last rows give information
on the measurement system in connection with the production and other steps
for that MBA. Additional information is given in the following sections.
303.2 01 Contral of input
An agent from the fabrication plant is pzeserrt , when semple taking, filling
and sealing of the fissile materials is done at the shipper's facilities.
He receives there one of the three ~emples takeno
The incoming containers are only counbed and the seals identifiedo The
results are compared with the records having been rilled before shipping.
The contents cf the containers are r~~dom~ ~~alysed in the production
area,
At the storage, containment measures are applied. Only authorized staff
members can enter the storage areas in presence of the storage guard.
The numbers of containers are counted and identified daily, in- and out-
going containers are checked immediatelyo
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At the waste storage, the gross weight of the ingoing material is re-
gisteredo The solid waste is contained in welded PVC bags of about kg o The
Pu content of these is determined by counting of spontaneous fission neutrons.
The liquid waste is transfered in 10 1 plastic bottles. The Pucontent is
measured by counting the emitted y-rays.
At the exit of the recovery area, a random analysis of the concentrate is
possible.
3.302.4 Conversion
The volume and density of Pu nitrate solution of each bottle is determined
at the entrance of the conversion area. The Pu content and the isotopic compo-
sition are analysed randomlyo The analytical results can be obtained 2 days
later.
By gross weighing of the shells with fissile material, before and after the
calcination step, possible losses due to calcination can be found out. Their
The gross and tara weights of the containers with Pu02-powder coming into the
powder preparation are registered o Random sampIes for the determination of the
Pu content can be taken there. This is done particularly if Pu02 is received
from the shipper. The calcination losses can be found out by the same method
as that under conversion.
After each homogenization a sampIe is taken for the determination of the
Pu concentration and the isotopic composition. The analytical results can be
cbta.ined latero
3.3.2.6 Scrap
The gross and tara weights of containers with scrap, including those from
green pellets are taken at the entrance of the dry recovery area.. From the out-
going, recovered scrap a sampIe is 'baken. The X-ray fluorescence spectrometric
determination of the Pu/U ratio takes one hour, the isotopic analysis two days.
The containers with recovered scrap powder are finally weighed netto o
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3030207 Green pellets
After mixing the Pu/U ratio is determined once more by X-ray fluorescence
spect.rometzy, The containers with the mixed powder are weighed before and
after the filling operationo
3.302.8 Sintering area
The baskets with pellets are weighed before and after the sintering step
to find out losses in this stepo
3.3.2 0 9 Grinding area
The sintering baskets after unloading are weighed tarao Before the grinding
step, weight and height of the pellets are determined randomlyo
30302.10 Pu02 pellet columns
At the entrance of the area involved, the weight and diameter of all pellets
are measured, so that the amount of grinding waste can be found outo Besides,
the PuN ratio and the isotopic composition is determined using the usual statis-
tical techniques o The length and the weight of the pellet columns is measuredo
3.302011 Cladding technique
The length of the pellet columns as pushed into the cladding tubes is measur-
ed finallyo The finished fuel pins are counted when they leave the area.
30302 012 Output control
Within the framework of the production-oriented only quali-
tative control measures are pr-ovi ded;
At the quality control area the fuel pans are count.ed and markedoAtthe
pin storage containment measures are applied, the fuel pins are counted and
identified.
3.303 Other matters connected with nuclearmaterials accounting
303.3.1 Physical inventor,y
Dependent on the type of campaigns physical inventories are carried out
2 to 10 times per yearo With regard to the production line the fissile material
is pushed out of the various MBAs and measured as (if necessary temporar,y)
output 0
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30303.2 Control of measurement accuracy
Controls of the measurement accuracy are performed daily to monthly by
use of self produced standards ,
3.4 Instruments
In the framework of the activities of the project on fissile material
control at the Karlsruhe Research Center, a considerable amount of effort
is being devoted to the development of different types of measurement
instruments. During the course of the last three years a number of measure-
ment methods have been developed and further research work on these and other
methods will be carried out in the future. In developing safeguards procedures
for the plutonium fabrication plant, in this report a number of such methods
has been assumed to be used for measuring plutonium in different streams. Al-
though no development work was carried out in the framework of this contract,
same relevant data on thefollowing methods have been summarized in this chap-
ter.
1. Calorimetry to~ether with n-counting: This is considered for the measurement
of Pu in input (Pu02 in birdcages),in products (fuel pins or subassemblies),
and in recoverable scraps.
2 0 Mass-spectrometry: A short description of the development work on this
method has been included here only because this method has to be used
to establish the isotopic vector required for calorimetry.
3. Neutron counting: Both passive and active methods of neutron counting
have been. consddereü, They are used in mea.suring plutonium in different
types of waste streams 0
40 r-lock:This is more a containment than a measuring methode It is used
to control small amounts of plutonium carried alQng by a person o
Standard physical and chemical methods for material control such as chemical
determination cf plutonium in solutions, weighing, measurement of length of
Pu-columns etc , , have not been discussed here ,
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3.4.1 Calorimetry
The production of heat by plutonium is a function of the half life time
and the energy of the a-particles after the decay. Since these energies
are very near to each other for the different interesting nuclides, the
half life times are important in connection with the measurement errors.
Table 3-13 gives a survey on the heat release of the different components
of breeder reactor fuel, the ~elated nuclear data are given in L-3.1-3.3_1.
By the calorimetric methodthe total heat production by plutonium is measured,
so that the isotopic composition of the fuel material has to be known before.
The relative concentrations of a-decaying isotopes with short half life times
as Pu-238 and Am-241 must be known with better accuracy than normally needed
(e.g. with the isotopic composition of Table 3-13, a Pu-238 concentration of
0.1 %leads to 15 %of the total heat production, a concentration of 0.5 %
would bring 45 %of the total heat , The Am 241-amount can be evaluated if the
date of Americium separation is known exactly. An uncertainty of50 days in
this time interval gives an error of 0.8 %in the total heat flux).The total
measuring error (coefficient of variation of 1 o-value) consists of 3 different
-- .----t~es.--Oi'---er-J:'or-s-:e---
a) reproducibility (function of calorimeter set-up)
b) errars in the determination of Pu isotopes
c) error in the determination of the age of Am-241
The overall error lies between 0.8 and 1.2 %L-3.6_7. For a) it can be re-
duced to about 0.12 %and for b ) to 0.35 s, so that an overall error of 0.4 %
appears to be attainableo In these considerations systematic errors have not
been taken into account. They may lie in the same range.
In Table 3-14 one can see the influence of the single isotope on the total
errar of calorimetric measurement, which is due to isotope measurement errors,
and the error on account of reproducibility L-3.7_7. The determination of the
isotopic vector is done by the mass spectrometric method which is therefore
important in this connection, and some details are given under paragraph
3.4.2 below.
The concentration of Pu-238 can be determined by a-spectrometry also - this
method seems to be better for breeder fuel (in general for Pu-238 concentra-
tions smR1ler thRI'l O~ 1 %) u..nder the condi tion that the Am-241 can be separated
be fore L-3.8_7. By the latter method the relative accuracy (10) of the Pu-238
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compared to Pu-239 and Pu-24o is about 1 %.
An improvement in the systematic error of' calorimetry could be achieved
if more accurate values of the half life times and specific heat productions
of the different isotopes coul.d be obtained. By this and by an improvement
of the determination 9f the isotopic composition of the material, the over-
all accuracy of the method could be improved.
The main advantages and disadvantages of this methodare:
Advantages:
Disadvantage:
The method is simple and can be adapted to different
geometries o It does not depend on self-shielding effects
(heterogenities), it can be applied for subassemblies also.
The isotopic composition of plutonium must be known. The
result is very sensitive to uncertainties in the Pu-238
and Am~241 fractionso
The method can not be used for U-235 and U-238.
been developedo Some types (for SNEAK-platelets, for birdcages and pins) have
been tested and used, it is planned to cQnstruct calorimeters for pins and
subassemblies, which can be built on an industrial scale, and a combined device
for calorimetry and n-counting (see below) 0
Table 3-15 gives a survey of the existing calorimeters, the respective
number of measuring units, the normal Pu-content of one of these units, the
measuring times and the attained accuracies; the latter are the calorimeter
accuracies, it has to be kept in mind, that the accuracy is lowered about 0.5%
dua to uncertainties about the isotopic composition of the material and the
errors in the specific heat values.
Table 3-16 gives two typical examples for calibration valuas of the calori-
meter for pins. They were obtained in a study of theparallelity of different
regression curves (straight lines) L-3010_/o Each one of these curves is given
by y. = a + bx .•
J. J.
The Yi are given in L-mV_I, the xi in ,L-Watt_/o It was found by these
studies that the curves could belooked upon as parallel, which means that
the calorimeter has a good reproducibility. Anyhow - for each new series of
measurements - new calibration curves have to be producedo
It is planned to make the calorimetric method more tamperproof' by a
combination with n-countdng, Pu of f'ixed composition has a def'ined heat
production fW/g_I and a def'ined decay rate L-n-decays/g sec._I. The quotient
of' both can be used f'or checking the determined isotopic composition.
Some details about the studies on this method are given in paragraph 3.4.3
below.
3.4.2 Mass spectrometry
The met.hod is being automized in order to allow instrumental saf'eguards
control and to get better reproducibility of' the results L3.11_/. The auto-
matic analytical laboratory (AAL) is subdivided in f'our basic proceases z
1. Sampling process
(Samples are diluted gravimetrically)
2. Chemical processing
(Mixing of' samples wi th tracer f'or the isotopic dilution analysis,
U and Pu are separated on an ion exchanger)
-----------3-o-Mass-speetr-Ome-ter'--------
(Isotopic composition is determined)
4. Data processing
(The gravimetric, tracer and mass spectrometric data are evaluated)
As a consequence of' the high activity of' the samples and of the sensitivity
of the method (requiring 10-7g of U and 10-8 g of' Pu) only small sample
quantities in about 1 ml samples can be admitted o
The mass-spectrometer, after aucomat.Lon , is expect.ed to earL-i" out two
measurements per hour or 48 measurements per day. Each sample is measured
four times in two parallel assays, each with and without a tracer, leading
to 12 analyses a day. All the other steps of' the process are adapted to this
throughput.
30403 Neutron counting
The basic idea of using the spontaneous fission for saf'eguards is to deter-
mine the amount of' Pu-240 by this methode In f'act, it is not only the Pu-240
which is detected in this case but also other nuclides like PU-238, PU-242,
Am-242 and Cm-244 (see Table 3-17)0 The Pu-239 content can be deduced provided
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that the isotopic composition of the material is known. Since neutrons
from (a,n)-reactions can not be considered as a tamperproof signal,they
have to be suppressed by a coincidence technique.
The coincidence counting rate is proportional to the square of the de-
tector efficiency whieh, therefore, should be high.
Advantages and disadvantages of the method:
Advantages:
Disadvantages:
The method is simple and cheap, the transparence of
the fission neutrons is good.
By addition of a very small amount of Cm the result
can be falsified. For bigger amounts of fuel (sub-
assemblies) one has the problem of n-multiplication.
Some details about this method have been deseribed in areport of ALKEM
L-3.13_7 in whieh the use of this method in conneetion with ealorimetry has
been discussedo In this ease, the eounting is done by 20 BF
3-elements
whieh
are put in paraffin wax as moderating substanee. The sensitivity of the
____BE ::>-elemeats---is_ahout_~U-impJWem2 )-o-c-The-meas1lr i ng- t ime-is- about-20---lllinut es-.
J
The ALKEM is working on the electronic device which i8 needed for measuring
the eoincidenees, the first test measurements are planned for 19710 The de-
viee shall be part of the so-called kilo-ealorimeter, in whieh the Pu-content
in birdeages is measured.
Another high sensitivity n-counter was built at the "Institute for Neutron
Physies11 of the GfK 1-3.14_7. High effieieney can be achieved best with
thermalized neutrons. However, in that ease the relatively long neutron
lifetime requires wide eoineidenee gates whieh ean lead to serious dead-time
losses, thus redueing the reliability of the measurement. Dead-time losses
can oe avoided when the delayed eoincidence technique of Rossi-a-measurements
is applied 1-3.15_7. With adequate multi-ehannel analyzers every detector
signal opens the coincidenee gate and for the counting rate in a gate of the






=number of fissions per second
=detector efficiency
= detector efficiency for (a.n) neutrons
= number of (a.n)-neutrons emitted per second
= fundamental mode decay constant of the detector. higher modes
being neglected
= constants which are unity for dead-time free equipment and
smaller than unity in other cases
The amplitude of the exponential term is proportional to Sf and can be .
240 ..used for the Pu-determJ.natJ.on.
Preliminary test measurements were made with a number of test pins with
varying plutonium concentration. inserted in a 120 cm x 51 cm x 51 cm block
of polyethylene which consisted of 3 cm x 3 cm and 1 cm x 1 cm prisms of 120 cm
length. Four 3He-counters were set around the pins. Measurements with different
pin-to-counter distances were made anda 32 channel analyzer based on the shift
______ re_gister -p~inciple was used.
At the ALKEM-plant a neutron counting method is used for wastes 1-3013_7.
In collaboration with the GfK. investigations are carried out by ALKEM
to improve the performance of this methode The studies are concentrated on
different topics concerning the conditions under which the determination of
the amount of Pu should be possible:
i) Inside uranium or other shielding materials.
ii) In waste-packages like those coming from glove boxes.
iii) In polyethylen bottles (4000 ml) for liquid wastes.
iv) For different arrangements and concentrations of fissile materials
and absozber-s ,
v ) For different density and chemical form.
vi) Independent from geometrical order.
vii) With inexpensive deviees with whieh quiek and simple evaluation
can be made,
These requirements led to a measuring chamber covered by paraffin which is
located in the center of a group of BF3-elements.
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Proportional counters with 600 cm2 of active area each are installed
for external contamination control. The y-measuring instruments are located
in the upper part of the lock. Lamp panels indicate the following modes of
operation: Measurement on, end of measurement, repeat measurement, please
wait, a-alarm, y-alarm. In addition to the a- or y-alarms the electronic
system actuates another alarm upon failure of the measuring instruments or
when a door has been opened by force; this alarm is indicated in a control
room.
If an unduly high a-contamination is measured, a door facing the controlled
area opens. If plutonium carried along is detected, the doors are locked and
an alarm is actuat.ed;
The limit for detection of a-contamination is 50~Ci/100 cm2 and for Pu
carried along itis 2 g shielded by 10 mm of lead (standard type) or
g shielded by 10 mm of lead (special type) or 100 mg in PVC.
It is planned L-3.13_7 to study if the sensitivity for measurements on
sampIes which are shielded by a greater amount of lead can be improved by
--------a-combination----W-i-th---ll~meaS_U1'emen:ts_o-T-he____pr-QbJ.-em-wh-iGhc---ma"t7er--ia.J.-is-~b~s"t-·~----­





This device has been used in two safeguards experiments and its accuracy
has been found out to be about 10 %0 It is planned to automatize and im-
prove the method with respect to tamper-proofnesso Some results about the
origins and values of errors have been published in /-3013 70- -
The reproducibility of the method seems to be quite good. the standard de-
viation for aseries of measurements was found to be 1-2 %0 These results
are valid only for nearly the same amount of Pu under constant conditions.
The influence of a different spatial distribution has also been studiedo
It came out that the measuring device should 'be modified in order to allow
a good determination of the Pu content of a sampIe independent from the
position of the Pu inside the sampleo Until now in different tests. standard
deviations due to the different positions in the order of 5-10 %were found o
The influence of an addition of other materials will also be studiedo
For the analysis of waste by n-counting. Table 3-18 gives a survey of the
attained coefficients of variation as a function of the Pu-amount under study.
The results are reproduced from 1-30 6_7 0
_______ !l! ~~t!l~r_ 'i..~v~~tj.g~tj.~1'!1)~!7_7_~~_~~ctiE_n__~f'Ji~~iJ.~ __ t!lE!.~!'ial_i_n__~ _
simulated scrap barrel was studied with a pulsed source of neutron and the
delayed n-technique o The sensitivity of the result with respect to the loca-
tion of the fissile material in the barrel ~d the density of the filling
material (iron and paraffin) was investigated. Moderated and unmoderated tar-
gets were used,
This active method looks promising for the future o
30 4. 4 r-Lock
An effective control for small amounts of plutonium carried along by a
person is possible by means of a y-lock developed by ALKEM in collaboration
with the GfK 1-3•. 10. 3.13_7.
The lock can be installed at any placeo It consists of a ce11 with two
pneumatically operated swivel doors opposite to each ot.her , the required
pneumatic system and an electronic control und t , When set up in the entrance
and exit of a control area it can be used to control all the in- and out-
going personnelo The necessary measuring instruments are installed and con-
nected with the automatie system so that they eannot be evaded.
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MBA 2 Conversion (Interim storage)
Inventory . 160 kg Pu.
Waste: = . 5 %
Residence time: 30 - 58 d











I A: SamnIes I
----~l-~ -~~t:l~~ce - -1-
.
Mixing tank Mixing
160 kg 2 d· 160 kg
A: Waste





b!d = batches per day
1\1I Measurement1'1 -
A = Analysis
Tab. 3 - 1 Informations on the plant operator's MBA 2
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MBA 5 Conversion______1
Inventory : 9 kg Pu
Waste: 3 - 5 %
Residence time: 8 - 16 h












W: 3 kg ± .1 g 1
- .-- - -1- -E-! ~-eB'E&i-ne.p-S--n--I-- -- - - -------- - - -- -- -- - -- - - - - - - - ---------------------------------------- --,I -. - - - -- - -. !
Full containersW: 3 kg ± .1 g








Tab. 3 - 2: Informations on the plant operator's MBA 5
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MBA 6 Pu0 2-powder (~owder preparation)
Inventory: 45 kg Pu
Waste : = 1%
Residence time 7 - 9 d
Co:htrol
W: Full shells
5 k + .1 g
W:Full containers


















5 kg + 1 g.
R: Calcination
Homogenizator Homogenization
44 kfl 1 b/d: 44 kg/h
A• .C(l'lmnlt=> A: Pu_ Isotopes
Determination of W: Pu02-powder





Tab. 3 - 3: Informations on the plant operator's MBA 6
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-- 1[ MBA 7 Scrap ( powder preparation)
[
Inventory : 8 kg Pu
Waste: 1 - 2 %
Besidence time: 1 - 5 d I
Flow Interim storage I Production Control
E: 5 - 20 b!d
6 - 1.6 kg/d
W. Full container
8kg+ .1g
I Screening 'I---- - ------ -- --clc- -l--bi--t:;---r'l-------- ------ - -- ---- -- -
I :6=1.6 kg/h I
scrap









8 kg "t .1 g
I A:Containers
Homogenization
1 b / 5 d
.6 - 1.6 kg/h
Containers 8 kg
I A: Samoie
IR : Milling5 - 10 %
Ai Waste
1 - 2 %
Ai 1 b/d
.6-1.5 kg z'd
Tab. 3 - 4 Informations on the plant operator's MBA 1
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MBA 8 Green pellets (Powder preparation)
Inventory: 10 kg Pu
Waste : 2 - 4 %
Residence time : 8 h
_ _ _______________ __ ____ _____ ___ -1I"l~:l"~ _~~g_±_.J._~_-=I_ ---
W: Full contai-
ners 8 kg "t: 1 g






















J 5.8-9.6 kg/d -1
Tab. 3 - 5: Informations on the plant operator's MBA 8
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MBA 9 Sintering area (Pellet production)
Inventory : 10 kg Pu
Waste :
Residence time : 24 h










15 kg ± .1 g
Tab. 3 - 6: Informations on the plant operator's MBA 9
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MBA 10 Grinding area (Pellet production)
Inventory: 10 kg Pu
Waste: 3 - 6%










2 - 4 %





5 . 8-9 . 5 kz /d
Contro]
W: Empty baskets
8 kg ":!: .1 g
W: Pellets
50 g ":!: .001 g
M: Height
2 cm + .001 cm
Random-samplas~I _.
Tab. 3 - 7: Information on the plant operator's MBA 10
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MBA 11 Pellet columns (Pin production)
Inventory: 9 kg Pu
Waste: 2 - 4 %
Residence time: 4 - 5 h
Flow Interim storage Production Control
E: continuousl
5 . 7-9 . 1 kg/d






2 cm + . 001 cm
W: PeIlets
50 gt .001 g
















r-,r n e-s , -I .:?o-o. ( kg/d
Z = Counting
Tab. 3 - 8 Information on the plant operator's MBA 11
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MBA 12 Cladding technique (Pin production)
Inventory: 5 kg Pu
Waste : ~ 2 - 4 %
Resjdence time: 5 - 6 h












li. t:; m...L. -z, C'm
M: Contaminatio~
)econtamination
10 - 15 b/h
5.6 - 8.7 kg/d
Welding
10 - 15 b/h
5 .6-8 . 7 kg/d
M: Contaminationj
Decontamination
10 - 15 b/h
5.6-8.7 kg/d
"r __ 1_..! ___ ___ .L...
LUCK.Lng uuc;







2 - 4 %
A: 5-16 b/d
5.5-8.4 kg/d
Tab. 3 - 9: Information on the plant operator's
MBA 12
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r MBA 13 Quality control
Inventory: 5 kg Pu
Waste: 3 - 5 %

























Tab. 3 - 10 Information on the plant operator's MBA 13
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MBA 4 Recovery
Inventory: 8 kg Pu
Waste: 10-20 %
Residence time: 5 - 17 d




















A· Pu I·Random sampleEj
R: Reduction






Tab. 3 - 11: Information on the plant operator's MBA 4
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Waste storage
Inventory: 10 kg Pu
Waste: 5 - 20 %
Residence time: 2 - 8 d











/I • 2~4 "h /rl
I
11.. VI u.
--"7,-=1-------'l- r'f----------1 ''/ -.- kg7'-A
Tab. 3 - 12 Information on the plant operato!:,'s
MBA 3
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The fraction of Pu-238 was estimated according to !.-3,4_7and
!.-3. 5_7.
The ujPu quotient in Na-breeder fuel is about 5 : 1.
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Table 3 - 14 Heat produetion and overall error in the
measurement of ealorimetry on aeeount of

























- - -- - - - - - -Am-,- - - - - - --0--.-~€iqq- - - - -- --:l.-.-"l----------------- ---A--c-I-AK4------------------C)-;-C}O-C)-Lj.-()i----
41- --
Total (on aeeount of
Pu-isotopes .and Am241) 0.45 0.00488 »/:
Error on aeeount of
reproduetibility 0.6 - Lo
....
Total error ".. 0.8 - 1.2
~ In this·value systematie errors are not taken into aecount
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up to about 3 kg
pin
calorimeter
big enough for about
20 pins of 1,2 m
length and 15 mm dia-
meter
1











« In estimating this value systematic errors were not taken into
account
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Table 3 - 16 Calibration values for the powder calorimeter
Calibration curve 1
Heat produc- 1,004 2,001 2,499 2,800 3,000tion i-wa~jJ
":"u i-mv_7 318,00 120,20 21,841 -38,865 - 77,398
318,22 119,43 21,690 -38,297 - 77,601
317,20 119,59 20,840 -38,183 - 77,848




tion i~att_7 1,004 2,001 2,500




Table 3 - 17 Spontaneous fission of different nuclids t-3. 12_7
Element Spontaneous neut- Relative compo- Relative composi-
ronrate with ref. sition of Pu for tion of the rate
to Pu 240 a typical breede .. of spontaneous
I- n 7 reactor fission neutrons- g sec - for a typical bree
der reactor
Pu 238 2.46 0.2 1.9
Pu 240 1.00+) 25.5 93. 1
Pu 242 1.66 0.8 5.0
Cm 242 2.00 . 104 o ++) +++)
1.7 . 10-2
Cm 244 1.03 . 104 0++ ) +++1-21.37 . 10
I ...
+) absolute 1.38 . 103
++) fresh fuel
+++) MW
after a burn-up of 80 000----
Table 3 -18 Coefficients of variation for
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Fig.3-1 LAYOUT OF AN ALKEM
TYPE PLANT INDICATING
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4" Simulation
4" 1 General remarks
The simulation can be a tool to find out those parameters of the plant
operation which have the biggest influence on the accuracy of the calculated
inventory and the detection of an eventual diversion L-4.,_T.
In the framework of the simulation of a fabrication plant s it is desirable
to analyse the design and operation features of such a plant in some detail
and in close collaboration with the operators of an industrial plant so that
realistic conditions can be used as a basis for simulation .. After that the
results may be extrapolated for a more general application to other plants
of the same type.
40 2 The subdivision of the plant for the model
For the simulation model it appeared desirable to divide the plant





4 Pin production and quality control
5 Analytic laboratories and recovery
6 Product storage
The flows of the main storages were not included in the model studies as the
input and output of these can be described very easily and are sub.ject to
special safeguards.
It is to be emphasized that the subdivision of the production line into
the remaining 5 MBAs would not necessarily lead to 5 MBAs for safeguards
purposes. But for the parameter studies it seemed promising to include all
information which is available when the plant is running and to decide later
which information is really necessary for safeguards .. As described in chapter 5
the production units 1-4 can be put together as one material balance area if
one excludes 'interim storage parts' inside all 'these units, which contain the
greater part of the material. These 'interim storages' should be considered
in the same way as the main storages t as they are safeguarded in the same
manner. Inunit 5 only small amounts of fissionable material will be present.
It gives a third MBA.
The three material balance areas
I Storage area
II Production area
Irr Analytical and recovery area '
are indicated in Figo 40 10
The analytical laboratory is not taken into account in the simulation model
since it contains a very small amount of nuclear material.
4.3 The mathematical relations used in the model
For the simulation model the f'ormul.ae from I 40 2_7 were t aken as a basLs
---_ ...- -- ----
for a first very rough approximation o In this concept the different units
of a fabrication plant are eonsidered to consist cf a machine and a storage
part as shown in Figo 40 2a .Thi s storage part is not identical with the 'interim
storages' mentioned beforeo The eharacteristics of these parts describe the
behaviour of the units. The 'storage part' has been introduced in this connec-
tion because most of the working units of the production line need a minimum
content (HMIN (I)) for the production step performed by the machineso This
can be a rather small quantityo For the press eog. it is the amount of fuel
to form 11 pellets, for the sintering furnace i t may be sevez-a.l hundrede
of pellets etc o
In contrast tc these. the 'interim storages' have been included in the
considerations since the plant operator requires a certain amount of material
inside the working units as a sort of reservoir in order to avoid an interrup-
tion of the process in the ease when one unit does not work regularly. Since
these 'interim-storages' contain a large quantity of material, they require
special safeguards procedures as discussed in chapter 5.
The working characteristics of the process units are shown in Fig. 40 2b .
Each unit has been assumed to start operation only after a certain minimum
hold-up has been reachedo
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In the model the different units are connected sequentially in a flow
diagram where,at output k. of each unit, five possibilities are fore-
1.
seen for the material flow. They are shown in Figs 0 4 0 1!Ild 4 0 3 and also
in Table 4-1 0
Table 4-1: Main streams in the production line of the model
Symbol in the text Symbol in the
program (Fig.4 0 3)
a) Output from unit I 1-kg/d_1 k. OKMAX (I)
J.
b) Recycling via recovery 1-%_1 x. RKAPPA (I)
1.
c) Recycling t,2 dry recovery in
I
unit 21%_/ r. I RDRY (I)1.
I
d) Interim-storage of m~~e~ial I
for a certain time L %_1 s. I ZLS (1)l
J.
Ie) Diversion L-%_I d. ABZW (I)i
J. I
For all these flows one has:
with:
k! = k. (l-s.-d.)
1. J. 1. 1.
k! '= k! (1-x. -r. )
1. J. 1. 1.
In the simulation program k. is called OKMAX(1), k! = OKMA(I), and k!'= OKRA(I).
J. 1. 1.
4.4 The mein parameters used in the model
The amounts which were taken as possible realistic approximation of
the corresponding quantities are listed in Table 4-2.












































Tmmeaning of the different quantities ineluded in the table is indieated
in Fig. 4.3, where all the streams whieh oecur between unit I and unit 1+1
are given. It is to be noted that a diversion has been assumed to occur from
a flow and not from an inventory. Different values for di (ABZW(I» were studied
in course of the programm end are discussed below. The program PUFAB is attach-
ed in Appendix I.
4.5 Simulated campaigns
For the campaigns of the simulation it was assumed that at the begin
of each eampaign the whole plant was empty (HOLD =0) so that the interim-
storages had to be filled first. It is elear that the rather big amounts of
material whieh are set as limit values for the contents of the interim storages
(HHALB (I) in the program) correspond to a campaign longer than 25 days (this
period was chosen for convenience in the computer print-out only). On the
other hand, the attained values for the interim-storages show that it could be
useful to control these amounts in periods of about 4 weeks.
In the present first approximation of the model, the interim storages are
as reservoirs by introducing a fixed part of the stream into them (ZLS (1)-
OKMAX (I» inside the concerned unit. In the program, a possibility of varying
this pereentage of the stream is foreseen • These reservoirs are buiLt up in
order to allow a more stable running of the plant. When the sum cf the recyeled
stream to the interim storage has reached 01" exceeded the prescribed value
(HHALB (I» the stream into them is set =0 (ZLS (I) =0). But when their con-
tent Ls consumed in course of the campaign they are not filled up agairl - intro-
ducing this operation would be one of the first steps in improving the modeL
In running the program the ccndition of the whole plant is examined
in fixed time intervals cf 0.5 dayso This procedure gives a batch-wise des-
cription of the process. In order to give a bettel" approximation of a conti-
nuous description, the time intervals could be decreasedo At the end of each
time interval adecision is made for every unit of the plant on whether an
output is possible, Le .. whether the content of the unit has reached the pre-
scribed minimum value (HMIN (I». According to the conditions at this step
the next libatch" is evaluated. For the next time interval the whole procedure
is repeated. According to the conditions of the interim storages the flows into
them are fixed.
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In the rollowing two ma~n possibilities or operating the plant are
studied:
1) Diversion rree conditions
2) Diversion conditions.
4.5 01 Diversion rree conditions
In order to simulate the measuring errors and normal operation variations
inside the production line, dirrerent flow rates were varied in aseries or
simulated campaigns. All other parameters listed in Table 4-2 were kept oon-
stant during this variation or the one parameter under studyo
a ) Variation of the input
Under the assumption that the normal input to the production line is a
measurable quantity the actual distribution of which can be described by a
normal distribution with mean value = a and sum or the variances =0 for the
two variations mentioned above , normally distributed random numbers rOT
- --thequantity-undex-- s'tudy-lfex-e- generated._i !o-These-ßenerate_d_numbers_f.or__~he __
input value were taken one artel' the other as input quantities for aseries
of difrerent campaigns. For each campaign the hold-up or the difrerent units
and of the whole plant as well as the accumulated recycles to the single interim
storages inside the units were calculated and printed as a function of time (see
Appendix I). By this model one can study the distribution of the nuclear material
inside the plant at each time ror a distinct set or parameters, and by a com-
parison of different campaigns one gets a survey of the influence of the
variation er input on the variotis inventories.
Fig. 4.4 gives the frequencies of the random-generated values for the
input quarrt i ty XNULL - with 1~4 events only, this distribution comes very near
to the GAUSS distribution with a = 1000 and (1 = 0.05 which is meant to des-
cribe the actual distribution. Figo 405 gives the values ror the hold-up Of
unit 1 as a function of time and the three cases XNULL = 9.128 kg/d, XNULL =
100009 kg/d, and XNULL = 10.834 kg/do These three values were chosen because
they lie at the lower end (9.125 kg/d), in the middle (10.009 kg/d) and at
the upper end (10.834 kg/d) of the simulated GAUSS distribution given in
Figo 4"4,,
1) - -The subroutines RANDU and GAUSS used for this purpese are taken from L 4-3_/0
If XNULL has the highest value (10.834 kg/d) the content H (1) is a con-
tinuously growing function of time - only the slope becomes smaller at
time = 21.5 d when the interim storage in unit 1 has reached the prescribed
content and therefore no further stream to this storage is necessary so that
the output stream of unit 1 becomes greater (Fig. 4.3).
For the case XNULL k= 10.009 kg/d at the time = 21.5 d, a balance of
input and output is reached so that no further variation of H (1) can be
obsezved,
For XNULL = 9.128 kg/d after the filling of the interim storage ZL (1) the
output OKMA (1) becomes bigger than the input XNULL so that H (1) begins to
decrease.
Since the output quantities for all the units have prescribed values and
the input flows to the interim storages in the units are fixed percentages of
these quantities, this is the only influence of a change in XNULL. Of course
the total content of the production line is a linear function of XNULL - at
least in the model.
b} Variation of the output capacity of unit 3
In the same way as for XNULL the variation of any of the figures gi.ven in
Table 4-2 has an influence on the working of the whole production line. As
another example, the influence of a variation of the output capacity of urri.t 3
OKMAX (3) is studied. This unit was chosen since it was learned from the
operator that a variation in the running capacity of the sintering furnace
inside this unit is quite probable. The results of this stu~ are given in
Figs" 4,,6a - 8.
It is obvious that a variation in unit 3 can influence unit 3 and the fo11ow-
ing units only" Since 00 direct flow from unit 3 to unit 5 has beeo foreseen
(x
3
= 0.00), one has no influence on the content of this unit.
The content of unit 3 H(3) is a rather complicated function of time.
According to the running conditions prescribed by the model, the value of H (3)
oscillates between different values for times ~ 11.5 days , (In order to des-
cribe this function more accurately it would be necessary to choose smaller
time intervals.) The lines, between which the values are oscillating, have
different slopes for the three values of the parameter OKMAX (3). Fig. 4.6b
is a survey to give these features more clearly.
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From Figo 40 6a one sees that the in~luence o~ the variation in the ~low
inside unit 3 0~3) is di~~erent for different times. To indicate this,
error bars have been dt'awn at the times 12 days (very large di~~erence in
H(3) between the three studied cases), 20 days, 21.5 days (very small di~feren­
ce ) and 22 days , Following such indications, a convenient day for an eventual
physical inventory taking could be choosen ,
It is quite clear that the oscillations in the content of unit 3 are an
effect of the relation between the limit values for the interim storages of
this unit and the units before. In the program they were chosen as RHALB (1)
= 80 kg, RHALB (2) = 100 kg and RHALB (3) = 20 kg respectively. Since it
takes quite a long time until the interim storages ZL (1) and ZL (2) are filled,
it takes the same time until a really steady state ~or the three units 1,2 and
3 is z-eached, Up to this time the outputs of units and 2 (input to unit 3)
are much smaller than the normal output of unit 3 so that this unit cannot run
in a stable manner ,
Fig. 408 shows that the interim storage of unit 3 ZL(3) is filled until a cer-
tain fixed accumulated input (HHALB (3) = 20 kg) is reached or exceeded. Since the
test of the flow into the interim storages is done in ~ixed time intervals
(0.5 days in the model) the reached final values can be dif~erent. These values
are there~ore a good indication ~or the actual value of OKMAX (3).
If one checks the values of ZL (3) and OKMA (3) (see the indicated 'measure-
ment points' in Fig. 4.3) one can evaluate the actual value o~ OKMAX (3). In
some cases it could be possible to draw a conclusion about an irregularity
by making these considerations o
c) Considerations on ~urther parameter variations
It would be quite interesting and er course also necessary to study the
ef~ect of a variation of all the figures given in Table 4-1 and also the
effect of a combined variation .or several parameters. Another important varia-
tion type which should be studied is a time dependent variation of one or
several parameters. But before doing so this first approximate simulation
model should be tested by a comparison of theoretical and actual results.
Rowever, this can be done only after the production line goes into operation.
The model was constructed to give an outline for studies on the flow
characteristics, but i t does not seem reasonable to make a sophisticated
analysis by a theoretical model without knowing if it is good enough for a
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real description of the production process.
4.5.2 Diversion case
On the background indicated by the results given in Fig. 4.5-ß the varia-
tions according to supposed diversions can be tested. The results are given
in Figures 409-4.18 and Table 4-4. Table 4-3 gives a summary of' the cases
without and with diversion which have been studied and the corresponding
figure numoez-s ,
Table 4-3: Summary of studied cases
influence see
on figure
hold-up H (1) 5
hold-up H (3) 6
hold-up H (4) 7
interim storage
ZL (3) 8
hCfl-d--up-H -(1 ,- ---n-\ • I ::?
hold-up H (2 ) 10
hold-up H (5 ) 11
hold-up H (2 ) 12
hold-up H ( 3) 13
hold-up H (5) 14
hold-up H (3) 15
hold-up H (4) 16
hold-up H (4) 17



















It is important to keep in mind that the H (I) are the values which can be
computed from the measured OKMA (I) and OKRA (I-1). The theoretically expect-
ed contents of the units are HSOLL (I). If there is a diversion between the
units I and I +1, one calculates H (I) higher and H (I+1) lower than for the
normal case. The actual contents under 'diversion conditions' are HSOLL for
unit I (the diversion does not influence the content of the unit before) and
H for unit I+1 (for unit I+1 the actual content is calculated because in
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the model the diversion is supposed to take place before the measurement
point for OKRA (1»0 This effect can be seen in Fig. 4.90 With ABZW (1)
= 0.00 one has the 'normal'case i.e.,no diversion. For ABZW (1) =0.02 or
0.10 it seems that the content 01' unit 1 is growing faster than normal be-
cause at the measurement point in between unit 1 and 2 a smaller output 01'
unit 1 is measured., (OKRA (1) becomes smaller than in the 'normal' case
and so a bigger H (1) is calculated as difference between fixed input and
changed oucput , )
For a diversion 01' more than 10 %at this point (output 01' unit 1) the
input to unit 2 would not be big enough compared to the prescribed output
value 01' this unit; in this case an alarm would occur, which is simulated
by an interrupt and printed message in the normal course 01' the program,
cf. also Table 4-4 below.
In Fig. 4.10 the different values 01' the parameter ABZW (1) are shown
together with their influence on the content 01' unit 2. After 5.5 days the
output 01' this unit begins and so in all three considered cases 01' ABZW (1)
the rate of increase of H (2) changes , In the case ABZW (1) = 0.00 and ABZW
- cn-= 0.02, onlf ~:ti.e-slopes 01' ,the- cUrves are chartged.lnthet:ti.rrcf c-ase,
where the input to unit 2 is the smallest, the output becomes greater than
the input so that H (2) decreases. In this special case H (2) falls down to
a value which is smaller than HMIN (2) i.e., the content which is fixed as
minimum working content (cr , Fig. 4.2), at this time the output stops and
the unit is filled up again so that a new output is possible at time = 13.5 d,
At time = 21.5 d the input becomes bigger, since ZL (1) is filled (see above),
and due to this fact the input 01' unit 2 becomes bigger.
Since the output functions 01' the units 3 and 4 are not changed by a
variation between units 1 and 2 (only one parameter of table 4-2 is changed
in each of the studied cases) one has no influence on the content of these
units by variation 01' ABZW (1). A timeshift 01' the filling 01' these units
could be the result 01' the cange in unit 2. But with the chosen time inter-
vals it could not be observed. For the aspects of thisquestion table 4-4
gives some results which are described below.
The influence of this variation 01' ABZW (1) on unit 5 is rather small.
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For Figs. 4.12-18 one can say in general that e~ch of the studied
diversion strategies changes the hold-up functions for some units of the
plant. Specially the slope of the curves themselves 01' of the curves. bet-
ween which the hold-up is oscillating,is quite sensitive - see eogo the
different slopes in Figs. 4.9, 4.10, 4.12, 4.13, 4.15, 4.16, 4.17. The
relation between different slopes in the curves themselves for the vard.a-
tion of one parameter is a direct measure for the different ratios of the
diverted streams 9 see eog. Fig. 409.
406 Results
Apart from studying the single figures in which the influence of the
change of~ parameter on~ unit of the plant is shovn , one can try to
compare the different rigures under different aspects o
4.6.1 Diversion cases only
It is interesting to see (a) on which unit a special diversion has the
biggest influence 01' (b) which strategy of diversion has the biggest in-
fluence on a special unit.
For (a), it comes out that the influences (ir there are influences on
the respective unfts ) on units 1 and 2 are quite large; on units 3 and 4
they are smaller but allow also at least the conclusion that there is an
irregularity. For unit 5 all the variations have rather a small influenceo
On the other hand for (b) one can say that eogo for the content of unit
2 H(2) a diversion at the output of unit (1) seems to have a greater in-
fluence than that at the output of unit 2, cf', Figs. 4.10 and 4.12.
For unit 5 the influence of diversions after units and 2 have more
influence than a diversion at the output from unit 4; a diversion at the
output of unit 3 would have no influence on the content of unit 5.
For a diversion at unit 1 the influence on the content of unit 5 becomes
visible after about 3 days (so Fig. 4.11), for a diversion at unit 2 after
about 7 days (s , Figo 4.14) and for a diversion at unit 4 after about 14 days -
all these time intervals counted from the beginning of a campaign 0 The indi-
cation would be given by a difference between calculated and real inventory
at this time.
4.6.2 Diversion free and diversion cases
For all the cases shown in Figs o 40 9- 18 one can see a more or less
significant difference between the normal cases (ABZW (I) =0) and those
cases in which a diversion has been simulatedo In some special cases (see
above) one can even decide which kind of irregularity has been introduced.
One of the special aims of this study is to compare the irregularities
which originate in diversion with such 'irregularities' which come from the
normal variation of process parameters. As has been shown in Figs o 405-8 also
these variations change the hold-up functions of some units of the plant. In
this study only a few particular cases have been investigated.
It comes out that e.g. a diversion of 4 %of the output from 3 changes
the normal hold-up values of the unit 3 to the same extent as a normal varia-
tion of the output capacity of unit 3 (cfo Figs. 4.6 and 4.15).
This variation in ABZW (3) ha.s a greater influence on the content of unit 4
H (4) than the normal variation in OKMAX (3) - cf. Figs. 4.7 and 4.16.
Another indication for an irregularity can be given by the times at which
the different units ef the plant begin te werk, as indicated in Fig. 40 2 0
This time is a function of the content of the units.
Table 4-4 gives a review about the influence of supposed diversions on
these times for the different units and the influences of different input
XNULL as comparison o
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Table 4-4 Influence of diversion (ABZW (I) ) on the
starting times for the units 1 - 4.
ABZW (1) T (1) T (2) T (3 ) T (4 )
% (d) (d) (d) (d)
0 0.45 4.79 6.85 13.43
2 11 4.93 7.00 13.58
4 11 5.10 7.16 13.74
6 11 5.27 7·33 13·91
8 11 5.46 7.52 14.10
10 11 5.66 7.72 14.30
12 operating conditions instable
ABZW (2)
%
2 0.45 4.79 6.39 13.51
4 11 11 7.03 13.61
6 11 11 7·13 13.71
8 11 n .24 13.82
- - -_ .._- ---- -- ....- --- -_ .._ .... _-- _ ....__..- ----- -- -------
10 11 11 7·37 13·95
12 operating conditions instable
ABZW (3 )
%
2 0.45 4.79 6.85 13.77
4 11 11 " 14.16















Apart form this the table gives the ratios of the diversion streams
at the different units for which the model plant cannot work in a steady
state. It is to be stressed that this indication of an instability is to
be taken to be valid only within the approximations of the model and for
the conditions given in Table 4-2.
4.7 Conclusion
As a conclusion one can say that a simulation model can give results about
the influence of different variations)which can be due to normal operation
changes as weIl as to diversions,on some characteristic variables of the plant,
as e.g. the hold-up of the single units or the content of interim storages.
Also the material flows at different points of the production line can be
calculated (see 'measurement point' in Fig. 4.3) and compared with actual
measurements. Of course the model results can give only indications for the
reasons of an irregularity. It is not possible to infer to the special condi-
tions which have led to an irregular sbat.e ,
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Fig. 4.6b: Details cf Fig. 6a
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Fig. 4.8: Time dependent accurnulated recycle stream to the interim storage of
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Fig. 4.11: Time dependent hold-up of unit 5 for different ratios of
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Fig. 4.13: Time dependent hold-up of unit 3 for different ratios of an assumed
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Fig. 4.14: Time dependent hold-up of unit 5 for different ratios of an
assumed diversion at the output of unit 2
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Fig. 4.16: Time dependent hold-up of unit 4 for different ratios of an assumed
























































Fig. 4.17: Time dependent hold-up of unit 4 for different ratios of an








































Fig. 4.13: Time dependent hold-up of unit 5 for different ratios
of an assumed diversion at the output of unit 4
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5. Structure of a safeguards system for the fabrication plant
5.1 Sa:feguards measures
5.1.1 Containment
As indicated in section 3 the building of the fabrication plant, in which
the production and storage parts are housed, forms a containment.
Besides several emergency doors , normally closed and equipped wi th alarm
devices, there are only .Q!!! entrance and exit for personnel and another for
material.
The personnel passage is monitored by a gamma lock (see section 3.4), the
material door by an alarm device also. The indicating par-ts of all devices for
monitoring the doors are instalIed at the safeguards office. These measures
therefore ensure that any uncontrolled fissile material leaving or entering
the building can be detected wi th a high probability 0
Similar alarm devices as mentioned above are also installed at the main
storages within the plant 0
5.1.2 Material balance
5. 1.2. 1 Determination of MBAs
It can be seen in section 3 that fOT economic and safety reasons 15 MBAs
have been provided by the operator in the ALKEM type plant. However, such a
large number of MBAs is not required for aafeguards purposes. It will be
expensive and intrusive" On the other hand, only one MBA in view of the Lar-ge
amounts of fissile material normally being within the plant, would not give
sufficient information.
An analysis of the plant layout and operation shows that there are three
different kinds of operational activities. These are:
The storage of fissile material,
the production process and
the service installations involvedo
According to these activities three MBAs seem to be appropriate for safeguards
purposes:
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MBA 1 - the storage area (Fig. 5.1-1)
MBA 2 - the production area (Fig. 5.1-2)
MBA 3 - the area of analysis and recovery (Fig. 5.1-3)
5.1.2.2 Flow of fissile material
The places. at which the flow of fissile material into and out of the
MBAs has to be saf'eguarded.are indicated in Figs. 5.1-1. to 5.1-30 A list
of these places is given in Tab.5-1.
Two additional measures are provided in this connection:
5.1.2.2.1 Additional installations in the MBA production area
Because of the large amounts of material kept as interim storage at
three places (1 in conversion and 2 in powder production). the amounts
in these interim storages are recorded at the safeguards office.
Moreover the flows of fissile material from two other places ~ithin this
MBA(namelygreen and sinteredpellets) are recordedin the sameway
(see Figo 50 1- 2 and Tab. 5-2)0 A comparison of this information with the
simulation data (section 4) m~ indicate possible irregularities o
5.1.2.202 Random measurements
In accordance ~ith the plant operator's usage for different streams of
fissile material. only random measurements are required. e.go for the input
stream of the plant in view of possible shipper receiver differenceso The
number of random measurements can be calculated in the following way:
The probability of detection is
where
n = total number of units considered
k =number of units to be controlled
r =number of falsified units.
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Table 5-1: Places for Execution of Safeguards Activities
MBA Place Safeguards activities
Figs. 5.1-1
to 5.1-3)
o Accounting of input and output 01" the pin storage
STORAGE @ " " " 11 " 11 11 Pu storage
@ 11 11 " " 11 " waste storage
e Accounting of input of the conversion area
@ " 11 output 11 11 11 "PRODUCTION
(ij) " 11 input " 11 dry production area
@ " 11 output" 11 11 11 11
ANALYSIS G> Accounting of input arid output of the analysis area
and @ 11 11 11 11 11 11 "RECOVERY recover-;[ area
J
Table 5-2: Additional Installations of the MBA Production Area
r •
IPlace Installations I(Fig. 5. 1-2 )
$
In the calibrated storage tank instruments for the measure-
ment of level and density of the Pu nitrate solution are
installed. These informations are continuously recorded
at the safeguards office.
@ At the positions for 2.5 kg Pu02-containers of the interimstorage rack installed micro sW1tches indicate on arecord
at the safeguards office, whether or not the positions are
empty.
The homogenisator is equipped with a level (or weighing)
I e device, which indicates continuously on arecord at thesafeguards office the level (er weight) Qf the fissile
material being in the homogenisator.
e Counter for green pellets transfered from the powder prepara-tion to the pellet production. The time dependent number ofpellets is recorded at the safeguards office.
@
Counter for sintered pellets transfered from the pellet
production to the pin production. The time dependent number
of pellets is recorded at the safeguards office.
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As criterion for k is assumed: With a probability er detection of 95 %
(PD =0.95) a falsification of more than 5 %(r =0.05 n) of the units
should be det.ected, In the following Tab. 503 for different values ot' n s the









Tabo 5-3: Different values for k dependent on n
5.1.2.3 Physical inventory
The frequency of physical inventories will be in the range of 2-10 per
year·.
In the MBA storage area the physical inventory can be taken by che.cking
the seals of the various containers.
Since the normal inventory of the other MBAs corresponds to only one
day' s throughput, the inventory can be accountied for aa output (product
and vast.e},
However, the fissile material in the interim storages of MBA production
has to be measured separately.
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501.2 04 Identifieation of strategie area
With the establishment of the MBAs~ the strategie areas in the fabriea-
tion plant are fixed to a large extent o They are obtained by eonneeting all
the plaees at whieh safeguards aetivities, as developed later, are earried
out routinely. These areas are shown in Fig. 5.1-4.
5.1 0 3 Surveillanee
The differentsurveillance measures to be established within the ALKEM-
type plant are given in the eontext of the safeguards procedureso
The extent of the surveillanee meastU'es :Ls cf ~ourse stronglyinfluenced
by the degree of automatization and tamperresistanee of the safeguards in-
struments and teehniques used.
A special design feature of the plant which facilitates safeguards is
worth mentioning here; The storages, in whieh the major bulk of the fissile
material is located normally, are separated from the production part by a
y-lock o Both storages and the y-lock are directly adjacent to the safeguards
- office,. thus facilitating the safeguards activit;r.
5.2 Safeguards proeedures
5.2.1 Initial proeedures
Before a faeility is subjeet routinely to safeguards,several initial ae-
tivities have to be undertaken 0
At the beginning some design information has to be provided to the safe-
guards oegandsatdon, It should eomprise only those data whieh are rele-
vant to the application of safeguards. The eorresponding information for the
ALKEM type fabrication plant is given in section 30
A first initial procedure carried out by inspectors at the plant would be
the eomparison of the design information with the actual plant.
The design information shall be used for the following purposes:
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To determine material balance areas (MBAs) for safeguards,
to select strategie areas,
to establish the records and reports requirements,
to establish requirements and procedures for verification.
Furtheron an initial accounting report on all nuelear material subject to
safeguards should be provided and located in the plant"
The comparison of the initial accounting report with the actual situation
at the facility would be the seeond initial inspection procedure"
50 2 0 2 Procedures during routine operation
The detailed inspeetion procedures during routine operation of the plant
are given in the following for the different MBAs.
On the basis of the annual throughput of the fabrication plant and the
batchsize, the frequency of the execution of the procedures has been analysed.
Full coverage by inspection has been assumedo After assessing the time
required per unit activity, a lower and an upper limit of the total time for
inspections at the boundary of each MBA could be obtained (Tabs" 50 2- 1 to
'02-7)0 The total inspection efforts are given in Tab" 5.2-80 It is to be
noted that these efforts correspond to the net time required to carry out
a given activity at the plant" Actual inspection time will be more o
Finally a single form of record is proposed into which the plant operator
can enter the informations obtained by qualitative and quantitative acoounting
of fissile material o This form is designed aeeording to the Agency's re-
quirements o Computerized data processing has been assumed (form no. 1)0
It is to be noted that beeause of similarity cf procedures used in recording
the inventorj char~es from and to a MBA,a single form for accowtting records
can be usedo Because of different types of measuring methods used in establish-
ing a material balance for the different MBAs, different types of operating
records have to be maintainedo No attempt has been made in this report to
develop accounting records o
Form noo 1 can also be used for reporting purposes as it meets all the
requirements for a reporting systemo The rows 15 and 16 need not be filled o
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5.2.2.1 MBA 1 - Storage area
For noting down the informations obtained at the MBA storage the plant
operator can use formno. 1. The safeguards procedures and efforts for
the MBA are given in Tabs o 502-1 to 5.2-30
Procedure
All fissile material coming into or leaving the Pu storage is contained
~n closed and marked units, either containers or bottles o
The units therefore, have to be counted and identified only by the in-
spectoro He will be informed by the plant operator or the indication device
installed at the Pu storage, if a transfer is intended. The amo~~ts contained
in these units are taken to be the same as the shipper's data at this point.
At MBA 2 a random sampling technique is used to determine the amount in these
containers.
Procedure2
The taking of physical inventory implies counting and identification of
the units in the Pu storage.
Procedure 3
The closed and marked units, tubular containers with one hundred fuel
pins each, coming into or leaving the pin storage have to be counted and
identified by the inspectoro He will be informed by the plant operator or
the indication device installed at the pin stor.age, if a transfer is intendedo
Procedure 4
The taking of physical inventory implies counting and identification of
the units in the pin storage.
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Procedure 5
The closed and marked units, plastic bags and bottles to be stored, have
to be registered, correlated to the respective batch and measuzed., The bags
containing solid waste are measured by n-counting, the bottles containing
liquid waste by passive y-interrogation. If the fissile material content
is higher than apreset value, the waste will be recovered later on o
Procedure 6
After measufement the bags are put into separate barrels for recoverable
and not recoverable wastes o To prevent repeated measurements 01' the same
units, the marked barrels and the bottles have to be sealed.
Procedure 7
At certain intervals the instruments for waste measurement have to be re-
calibrated with inspector's standards, so that the correctness 01' the infor-
mation can beensuredo
Procedure 8
The closed and marked units, barrels and bottles leaving the waste storage
have to be registered by the inspector. He will be informed by the plant
operator or the indication device installed at the waste storage, if a trans-
fer is intended o
Procedure 9
The taking 01' physical inventory implies counting and identification 01'
the units in the waste storage.
5.2 02 02 MBA 2 - Production area
For recording the information obtained at the MBA 2 the plant operator
can use form no , 10 The safeguards efforts and procedures for this MBA are
given in Tabs. 502-4 and 5.2-5.
In case of Pu02 powder as raw material the production process starts witt
the powder preparation steps (Procedures 23 onvards ) 0
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However, if the fissile material is received as Pu nitrate (Pu(N0
3)4)solution,
conversion steps (Procedures 10 onwards) precede the powder preparation.
Procedure 10
The closed and marked units, bottles with Pu nitrate solution, coming into
the conversion area,have to be counted and identified by the inspector. He
will be informed by the plant operator if a transfer is intended.
Procedure 11
The level and density measurement for the determination of the amount of
solution and the sampling has to be observed by the inspector. He gets also
sample6 of every measured bottle. If PuN bottles are received, only random
measurements are carried out. Only in case of significant shipper receiver
differences the bottles of the respective campaign are measured completelyo
The bottles coming directly !rom the recovery area (recycled material) are
measured completely.
Procedure 12
At certain intervals the measuring tank for the determination of the
amount of Pu nitrate solution has to be recalibrated in presence of the
inspector to ensure the correctness of information obtainedo
Procedure 13
From each bottle the inspector gets also samples. Apart of them i6
submitted to the operator' s analytic laboratory on a zandom bas i s , Since
the operator does not kncw the ccrresponding bottles from which the inspectcr' s
samples have been submitted, a subsequent comparison of the analytic
results of the operator's and the inspector's sampies would indicate any
intentional change. In this way the inspector does not have to observe the
actual analysis of the samples"
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Procedure 14
The gross-tara weighing of containers with Pu02 powder leaving the con-
version area has to be observed by the inspector. Besides t the containers
have to be counted and sealedo
Procedure 15
At certain intervals the balance for the determination of the amount
of Pu02 powder leaving the conversion area has to be recalibrated by use
of inspector's standard weightso
Procedure 16
Before transfer to the Pu storage area, samples are taken in the presence
of the inspector from each of the Pu02 containers. He gets sampIes also.
Procedure 17
F'rom. each container t . from which. samplesare taken t the inspectorgets
his own sampleo He obtains the correct analytical results in the same way as
described in P-13.
Procedure 18
Twice a day the inspector compares the time dependent level of the homo-
genization tank (interim storage <;> Fig. 5.1-2 of the conversion area )
which is recorded at the safeguards office with the simulation datao Thereby
the inspector gets some continuity of information on the large amount of
Pu nitrate solution between physical inventorieso
Proeedure 19
A physical inventory is normally taken after completion of each small
campaign <' 200 kg Pu02) or for larger campaigns twice a year. A complete
material 'bala.nce is esta'blished with the uncertainty ranges (chapter 6)
after the completion of a physical inventory.
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Besides the measurements of the 'pushed out' fissile material the con-
tents of the interim storage (S), in which the major bulk of fissile
material of the conversion area is stored, has to be measured o The inspec-
tor has to observe the measurement of level and density and the sampling.
He gets his own sampleo
Procedure 20
From the homogenization tank the inspector gets his own sampleo Together
with a few samples of similar composition it is submitted to the operator's
analytic laboratory. The correctness of the result can be ensured according
to P-13o
Procedure 21
The taking of a physical inventory comprises both the measurement of
fissile material content of the homogenization tank (p-19, P-20) and the
measurement of the rest of fissile material, being inside the conversion
area g as output after pushing auto With regard to the material already convert-
ed , the-.reqtiired procedure is the same asP-14 and P-16, the other material is
measured according to P-50
Procedure 22
The procedure to be carried out with inspector samples obtained according
to P-21 corresponds to P-17.
5.2 02.2.2 Dry production area
Procedure 23
The closed and marked units, containers with Pu02 powder coming into the
dry production area, have to be counted and identified by the inspector o
He will be informed by the plant operator if a transfer is intendedo
Procedure 24
The grass-tara weighing of the containers for the determination of the
amount of Pu0
2
powder and the sampling has to be observed by the Inspect.or-,
He gets also samples of every weighed containero If Pu02 powder is received,
normally random measurements are carried out. Only in case of significant
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shipper receiver differences the containers of the respective cwmpaign are
measured completelyo No measurement of the incoming units is required if Pu{N0
3
)4
was received or in case of recycled material, because it is already
measured as output of the conversion area (p-17).
Procedure 25
At certain intervals,the balance for the determination of the respective
amounts of Pu02 powder transfered has to be recalibrated by use of inspec-
torts standard weights o
Procedure 26
From each container, from which sampIes are taken, the inspector gets
his own sample o He obtains the correct analytic results in the' same way as
described in P-13.
Procedure 27
The calorimetric and n-counting measurements of tubular containers leav-
ing the production area have to be observed by the inspector o Besides, the
closed and marked containers have to be counted and sealed.
Procedure 28
At certain intervals the calorimeter with the n-counter has to be recali-
brated by use of inspector's standards.
Procedure 29
Twice a day the inspector compares the time dependent
1. content of the container storage (interim storage ~ Fig. 5.1-2)
of the powder preparation areal
2. level (or weight) of the homogenization vessel (interim storage @ Fig.5.1-2)
of the powder preparation areal
3. number of green pellets transfered from the powder preparation
to the pellet production area(~ Fig.5.1-2)
4. number of sintered pelletstransfered from the pellet production
to the pin production area (E) Fig. 5.1-2)
which are recorded at the safeguards office with the corresponding simulation
data,
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Thereby the inspector gets some continuity of information on the interim
storages and on the flows of fissile material inside the dry production
area between physical inventorieso
Procedure 30
Ir a smaller campaign ( ~ 200 kg Pu02) is finished or in case of large
campaigns twice per year. a physical inventory has to be t aken , Besides the
measurements of the 'pushed out' fissile material. the contents of interim
storages haveto be accounted for separatelyo On the one hand 9 the containers
with Pu02 powder being at the interim storage G have to be counted and
identified by the inspector. On the other hand.the measurement of the amount
of fissile material being in the homogenization vessel (§) and the sampling
has to be observed by the inspector. He gets his own sampIes.
Procedure 31
The procedure to be carried out with inspector sampIes obtained according
to P-30 corresponds to P-20o
Procedure 32
For taking of a physical inventory not .only the fissile material being in
the interim storages ~ and @ has to be accounted for •.but also the rest
of the fissile material being inside the dry production area has to be measured.
For this purpose the material will be pushed out o The final product involved
is treated as described in p-27. other fissile material is measured correspond-
ing to P-5"
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502.2.3 MBA 3 - Analysis and recovery
For noting down the information obtained at the MBA analysis end recovery
the plant operator can use form no 0 10
The s afeguards procedures and efforts at the MBA analysis and recovery
are given in Tab o 502-6 and 5.2-7.
Procedure 33
The sampies coming from different areas within the plant and the corres-
ponding analytic results of every sampie are noted down by the operator into
the accounting recordo At certain intervals these informations are made avail-
able to the inspectoro
Procedure 34
If a certain amount of analysed sampies has accumulated, they are filled
into a bottlee The closed and marked bdttles leaving the analytic laboratory
have to be registered by the inspector o
Procedure 35
The taking of physical inventory implies reception of information on
samples,being in the analysis area,by the inspectoro They have to be analysed
before completelyc
Procedure 36
The units coming into the recovery area have to be registered by the in-
spectoro
Their contents of fissile material is already known from the foregoing
measurement at the waste storage areac
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Procedure 37
The closed and marked units s bottles with Pu nitrate solution leaving the
recovery areashave to be registered by the inspectoro
The units are measured only as input of the conversion area,
Procedure 38
For taking a physical inventory the recoverable waste inside the recovery
area has to be recovered completelyo The 'pushed out' fissile material is measur-
ed as Pu(N03 )4 according to P-11 and P-13 and as waste according to P-5o
PAGE NO. • •••••
ACCOUNTING RECORD
MBA: •••••••••• 1)0
1) a = 2.5 kg PU02-container
b = 10 l-bottle
)
..... ~II.,•• ,."". /t.
2 g =Pu02-powder
h =Pu nitrate solution
3) i";" MBÄ ·storäge
m =~~A nroduction
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Form No. 1: Accounting record
\0
I\)
TablE~2-1: Safeguards Procedures and Efforts at the MBA 1-Storage Area (pu Storage)
No. Activity Units Contents Origin Through- Number of ~et time Total net time
of put: of stored IPhysical activi-irequired for_inspe,Q.tor
pro- P.!!-·storage units invento- ties [per acH- L h/yr_/
cedure t,utlii ts /y'!.7 (average )ries per Iv'iy' Lower Upper
per year year /h/ limit limit
Pu02 Container 2.5kg Pu02 Shipper 800 1600 0.025 40Counting receivea ~____ '
and identi- "" / 8 4" 4
1 f ' t' f Recov ccnv, 7 17 .351Ca: 10n 0 CI)
units dur-,~ PuN B ttl 101 PuN
ing 'transfer 1il ivad 0 e :i' 1.5 kgPu Shipper 1220 I 2440" - 61e zeceave -,-----+-.-----l-------l-------+----+-----1----+-----l-----i------1
$ Container 2.5kg Pu02 Shipper/Conv 800 1600" - 40
~ -
" " Recov/Conv. ,87 ! 174" - 4.35
Counting ,~ Pu02 Container 2.5kg Pu02 40 2-:-10 80-:400 I " 2~10 -
2 and identi- ~
fication of ~ 101 PuN I
storled units, $ PuN Bottle :;. 1.5 kgPu 59 2 +10 118i'590'" - 2 .9-:-14.75
l~ _ i I I
!
Subtotal L-h/a_7: 46.35 120.1
\0
W
Table 5. 2-2~: Safeguards Proceduzes and Efforts at the MBA 1-$torage Area (Pin Sto~age)
-
No.of At::tivity Units Contents Origin TJ~rou.gh- Number of Time re- Total time for
proce- put of stored physical activities quired in.!U'ect,2.T
dure p:i.n sto- units inventor per year per L h/a_1
ragE~ (avers. per aciiyity Lower Upper
i:.~its 1!!7 ge ) year L 'Bi limit limit
Counting and Tubuls,Jr 100 fuel pins Productior: 400 800 0.05 40 40
3 identification of containers with 4.87 kg area




2';104 identification 11 11 20 40';200 0.05 2 10
of l~tored units














Number of lTime required Total time for
units icampaignlativitie per ~ctivity inspector L-h_1













































[and re- Pu02/acovery .
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Subtotal /-h/a_1 567.7 576.5
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and meaElurement of containers 2.5kg PU02 ! - 87.;887 - - 87 - 887 0.2 17.4 177.4outgoing units
-
15 Recalib;ration of




outgoing units - - - - - 2+10 66~87 O. 1 6.6
Throughput 887 "
112+470 o. 1 47
-
Submission of samples 2-!-10 "
I






CompariElon of level !
II18 records from interim - - i - - I - - 400 0.1 40 40storage with simula-
I j \tion , ,!--;-
IMeasurement of amount II
of solution in the
I
21-10 2';'10 I- - I 0.25 0.5 2.5- - I -9 interim storage and lsampling ,- I
\0
-4









i i , I
_ i I I 1, l---t
!
32
20 I Submissil:>n of samples
and compez-Lson of
analytic results








i I ·•• - - i - 2-10
I i •: I-- r-~
I\..
Submissic:>n of samples








.Table 5.2-5: Safeguards Efforts at the MBA 2 - ProductLon' Area (Dry Peoduct.Lon area)
No.of Number of Time required Total time_fS2.r
proce- Activity Units Contents Origin Throughput Stor~d unit pbysical inven- activities per ~ctivity inspectorLhLal
dure Lü.nits/!!7 (aver-ege ) tories per year per year '- L h_1 Lower Upper
1-irn-i+. limit
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Counting and Jcontainer I 2. 5kgPuO2
- .\





of incoming " " " " 0 0- - PuO?receivedunits and
sampling SDRas stated 0.5 40000
25 Recalibration o 'f- 200 0.25 0 50ofmeasuring - - - - - -
instrument
PuNreceived:
26 Submission of 0 0
sampIes and - - - - - - PuO?received
comparison of SDR s stated
analytic ftsu1'ts - 800 0.1 80-
27 Counting,seal- Tubular 100fuelpins 3 h
ing and mea- contai- with 4.87kg - 400 - - 400 '4 unit 300 300







1 o · 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12z;
28 Recalibrat ion




















Table 5.2-~ (contdnued )
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
31 Submil~sion ot







tication and mea- The total time tor inspectors required rcr procedure 32 is already contained insureaent of out-




fable 5.2-6_: Safeguards EffoX'1~S at the MBA Analysis and Recovery (Analysis Area)
-
No.of Units Cc:mtents Origin Throughpu,1 Number of Time required Total time for_
proce- Activity L units/~/ stored unitephysical activitiee~er_a~tivity inspector Lh/~1
dure (av1erage). inventories~er year Lhi Lower IUpper
per year Limit I Limit
33 ReC4!!ption of Different
analytic re- - - areas of - - - 100 0.25 25 25
sults the plant I
34 Registration of Bottles PuN - 100 - - 100 0.05 5 5
outgoing bott-
les -
35 Registration of - - - - 25 2:-10 50+-250 0.025 1.25 6.25sampIes in the
analysis area I I- - -
Subtotal Lh/!.7: 31.25 36.25 -'
2
Table 2.2-7: Safeguards Efforts at tohe MBA Analysis and Recovery (Recovery Area)
No.cf Activity Units Contents Origin Throughp]!t Number of' Time required Total time-f.or_
proce-' lunits/~./ stored unitsphysical activities per. activity inspector Ln/!:./
dure (average) invento- per year Lh_1 Lower Upper
ries limit limit
per year
36 Registration Barrel.. , Recoverab Waste 800
A
of incoming bottles le waste storage =250kg Pu02!a - - 800 0.025 20 20
units area
-
37 Registration Bottles Pu nitra- 133
of outgoing te solu- - ~ 200kg Pule - - 133 0.025 3.36 3.36
units tion






Table 5.2-8: Total Inspection E1':forts 01' an ALKEM Type Fuel Fabrication
Plant
Total time 1'or inspector L-n/a_7
Lower limit Upper 1imit
MBA Storage area
Pu Storage 46.35 120.1
Pin Storage 42 50
Waste Storage 567.7 516.5
Subtotal: 656.05 746.6
MBA Production area
Conversion area 185.32 1,233.0
Dry production area 513.77 1,050.17
Subtotal: I 699.09 2,283. 17
MBA Analysis and
recovery
Analysis area 31.25 36.25
Recovery area 23.36 23.36
Subtotal: 54.61 59.61
TOTAL l-h/a_7: 1409,75 3,089.38
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6 0 Independent material balance and the probability of detection
The procedures developed in chapter 5 should enable a safeguards organi-
sation to make a statement, in respect of the plant, of the amount of material
unaccounted for (MUF) over a specific period, gJ.vJ.ng the limits of accuracy
of the amounts stated. For this purpose, a material balance has to be establish-
ed, ioeo a physical inventory has to be taken. It has been assumed for the
plant under study that material balance will be established 2-10 times a
year,depending on the size of the campaigno In this chapter, two examples for
two campaigns each with two different types of input forms (Pu02 and Pu(N03
)4) '
have been given with the associated variance of the MUF and the 0.95/0.95 pro-
babilities of detectiono These values have been calculated under the assumption
that the material balances have been established independently by the safe-
guards organisationo
6.1 Theoretical considerations
If one assumes that the plant inventory is zero at the beginning and the
end cf each campaign the l~v~~value which is defined as the difference bet-
ween book inventory and physica.l inventory is given by
MUF = M. -M =
anput output
= M. -M -MJ.nput prod waste
Because of measurement errors MUF is a random variable; i t can be assumed
as normal distributed as it consists of sums of random variables. If no
unmeasured losses existsit can then be taken that the expectation value of
the MUF is the amounf m of fissile material diverted in the cour-se of the
campaign o In formulas
MUF",n (mjo )
2 • •
where 0" J.S the vam.ance of MUF:
2
0" = var MUF = var M. + var M d + varl9I t1n pro . was e
(2 )
At the end of a campaign, Le.•completion of a material balance, the inspector
has to make a statement on whether the MUF value can be considered as signifi-
cant or noto For this purpose he fixes a threshold x_ for the MUF value in- c
the sense that he considers the MUF as significant if the realized MUF value
is greater than xco The threshold Xc is connected with a probability of
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For a given threshold x one can calculate the probability of detection p(m)c
in the case the amount m will be diverted. One obtains
x
p(m) = prob(MUF>x Im) = 4I(!!! - ~)c 0 0
ortwith (4)
where 41- 1 is the inverse function of 41.
One can calculate that amount m of fissionable materialtthe diversion
of wbich leads to a probability of detection of 0.95. For a= 0 005 one obtains
or
(6 )
As an example t two campaigns have been considered t the data of which are
given in Tab. 6-1. For each campaign t the possibilities of Pu02 input and
Pu(N0
3
)4 input are considered separately.
In order to calculate the variance of the MUF one has to give the measure-
ment units t the standard deviations of the random errors of the single measure-
ment and the standard deviations of the systematic errors (calibration errors)o
These data are given in Table 6-2 0 According to (1) the variance of the M1JF
for one campaign is given by
2 2 2
var (MUF) = (nI Ör I + nIösI)~ +
2 2 2 2
+ (~ÖrH + nHösH'mH +
222 2
rW1 + ILwl sV/I )~1 +
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where n is the number of measurements, ö and ö the relative standardr s
deviations of the random and the systematic errors of single measurements
and m the Pu-content of one measurement urri t , The indices denote the differ-
ent streams according to Tabo 6-1 0
In establishing the variance of the MUF a number of conditions has been
assumed, which should be ment.Loned,
i) Two campaigns one small for 200 kgs of Pu and one large for 980 kgs
of Pu (the values given in Table 6-1 correspond to Pu-oxi.de and Pu-
nitrate) , have been assumed, as they more or less correspond to the
low and high throughputs of the plant. The campaigns are for the pro-
duction of Pu-containing fuel pins for fast breeder subassemblieso
ii) The 'hold-ups' correspond to the excess amounts which remain unused
after the completion of a campaign. They are normally available as
Pu02 and can be measured along with the input birdcages. with the help
of a calorimeter~he 'wastest leaving the plant as measured discards,
correspond to 1 %of the input stream and are assumed to be distribut-
ed equally between barrels and bottles containing wastes. The products
are in the form of fuel pins each containing 42.6 groB of Pu; 100 of
such pins correspond to one safeguards unit8S;they have been assumed
to be calorimetried at a timeo
Bi) A relative standard deviation for the systematic error component per
measurement for all the measuring methods has been assumed in addition
to the random parto Although in the chapter on instruments (3.4), this
component has not been discussed. it appears to be present in all the
methods assumed to be used for measurement. Although only limited data
are available on the actual values of this part of the deviation, the
assumed values (last column, Tab. 6-2) appear to be the ones which can
be attained with the present day state of the arte
6.2 Analysis of the results
The results of the calculations are presented in Table 6-3. A number cf
points are of interest.
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i) There is practically no dif'f'erence in the values of' mO.95/0095 f'or
Pu02 and Pu(N03)40
ii) For the smaller campaign of' 200 kgs Pu, any diversion greater than
1.88 kgs of' Pu can be detected with a probability of' 95 %, this means
that 1088 kgs Pu is the threshhold value of' MUF above which the MUF
value is considered to be signif'icant. For the larger campaign of'
980 kgs, this value is greather than 901 kgs PUo
iii) In all the cases the relative values of' m0095/0095 appear to be constant
and correspond to ~ 0.93 %of' the input o This is because of' the f'act that
these values are controlled almost entirely by the relative standard
deviations of' the systematic error assumed in the examples, f'or the
f'eed and the product streams. Because of' the large number of' measure-
ments carried out in these streams f'or the establishment of' the corres-
ponding material balances, the inf'luence of' the random error on the
threshold values of' MUF becomes negligible.
T~Lble 6-1: Data of the Campaigns Considered
r---
Sma1l campaign (1) Large campaign (2)
-- - -
lnput








W1; barrels I-kg PU02:-l 1• 11~ 5.6
w2 ; bottles L-kg PU(N03)4_1 2.01~ 10
-




Table 6-II: Relevant DELtafor Establishing the Variance of MUF
No.of measurement units Content of' one Rel.St.dev.of Rel.St.dev.of
in dif'f. campaigns unit random error syst.error of
la lb 2a 2b of single_measure- single measure-
ment L %_1 ment L-%J
~-
J:nput 80 392
1 birdcage ~ 2.8 kg Pu02 Q 0.5 9.,2birdcages 2.5 kg Pu
-
bottles 133 653
1bottle ~ 3.06 kg Pu(N03)4 0.3 0.25a: 1.5 kg Pu
""-
Product 44 ~,4 223 223 100 pins ~ 4.86 kg Pu02 0.5 0.2:: 4.26 kg Pu
ll[oldup 4 4 8 8 1. birdcage ~ 2.8 kg Pu02 0.5 0.2
• 2.5 kg Pu
~aste 1bottle ~ 10.2 g Pu(N03)4bot'Ues ~OO 200 980 980 a:5gPu
- 10 2
490 490
Abarrels 100 100 ~ barrel a: 11.4 g Pu02
I: 10 g Pu
........
v>
!~e 6-111: Standard Dev.iations ot MUF and Amounts m of Diverted Material to be detected vith
a Probability of 0.95. tor different Campa.igns
1--
Standard deV m :: m0.95;0.95 0.95; 0.95
Campaign rvar MUr fkg Pu_I 3.3 V"var MUF L-kgPu_1 L-r. of input_7
--
la 0.57 1.88' 0.94
1-- -
lb 0.55 1.82 0.91
2a 2.76 9014 0.93




7. Possibilities of improvements
Safeguards measures to be carried out aceording to the procedures of
chapter 5. should be subject to constant.review with regard to possible
improvementso Such improvements may be among others. to increase the objeetivi-
ty and non-intrusiveness of the measures and the eredibility of the information
or to reduee the cost o Four types of possibilities have been touehed shortly
in this ehaptero They are:
10 Instruments




Three typ.es of instruments are of importanee for an ALKEM-type p Larrt ,
They are. a) ealorimeter for the determination of plutonium amounts in bird-
cages, pins, subassemblies or ether containers; b) neutron eounting setup for
Pu-assay in different types of wastes; and c) y-lock for controlling the per-
sonnel movements in and out of the aetive areaso All these instruments and
the problems assoeiated with them. have been discussed in some detail in
ehapter 304 0
It is estimated that for the calorimeter. the problems on obtaining.aeeurate
half-life data , estimatien of systematic ezrors , eonstruetion of the ealorime-
ter and automatie data proeessing. can be solved by the end of 1972. The time
seale and the estimated eests may be as follows:
Complete setup of a large pin-ealorimeter with n-eoineidence eounting




The time.sealefor the neutroncounting setupfor waste measurements is also
estimated to be the same as that for the ealorimeter:
Complete setup for an automated n-eounting unit for Pu-aasay






The y-lock for personnel control is already available for industrial
application.
7.2 Shipper-receiver correlations
Any plutonium,used for fabrication an an ALKEM type plant, has to come
from a reprocessing plant. Therefore, if the representatives of the fabrica-
tion plant operator and the inspectors of the safeguards organisation are
both present during the sampling of plutonium at the reprocessing plant, and
the analyses of the sampIes are carried out by an Uilpire laboratory (which
m~ be the laboratory of the reprocessing plant itself) undez suitable obser-
vation by the same representatives, any further analysis of the same material
for safeguards purposes can be reduced considerably or even eliminated at the
input of the fabrication pLan t , The whole safeguards activity could then be
restricted at this point to the checking and identification of container seals,
ioe. to containment measureso This possibility has already been taken into
ac count partially in developing the procedures of chapter 5. This causes a
very significant reduction in safeguards efforts without reducing in any way
the quality of the information obtained at the input of the plant. This is
because of the fact that the information on material balance measurements at
the product end of the reprocessing plant can be taken over fully at the in-
put of the fabrication pl&"lt,without carrying out any measurement. The corrtadu-
ment measure of sealing the containers so to say freezes the material balance
information during transit of the containers from the reprocessing to the fabri -.
cation plant and enables the safeguards organisation to use it agadn , The efforts
for executing containment measures in this connection are considerably less
than those required for carrying out measurements.
A similar reduction in safeguards efforts at the input can be obtained if
the shipper and the receiver plants are completely independent of each other
and both of them measure the same amount of Pu LndependentIy and submit the
measurement data to the safeguards organisation. If the values of the shipper
receiver measurements are found to be within the uncertainties of measurement
errors alone (the values of which muat, be known to the safeguards organisation
beforehand), thesafeguards organisation neednot in thatcase carryoutany addi-
tional measurements end can use the data supplied by the two plant operators
for safeguards purposes o
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7.3 Use of random sampling method
Random sampling is a standard practice in quality control. In chapter 5.1
it was shown that the relative number of sampIes to be analysed fOT a 0.95/0.95
probability of detection, decreases very rapidly with increasing number of
the total items to be safeguarded o It is to be noted that these numbers are
only valid for an assumed value of the first kind error of 5 %and the corres-
ponding value of the probability er detection of' 95 %. Both these values are
based on a judgement and not on any objective standards. However, under prac-
tical conditions, they appeal' to be reasonable when considered within the re-
strictions imposed by these practical conditions (costs, threshold values
given by attainable measurement errors etc o ) . It was shown in arecent study
/-7.17 that the total safeguards efforts in a reference fuel cycle can be- -
zeduced by moze than a factor of 2 if instead of a full coverage a safeguards
coverage, to ensure 0095/0 095 probability of detection, is given.
704 Plant layout
The information lletwork system, which generates , processes and distributes
the information relevant to safeguards in a nuclear facility, may influence
the safeguards efforts. If such information is generated throughout the plant
and the distribution system is such that the. safeguards inspectors have to
receive them at various places, a large amount of safeguards efforts may have
to be spent to ensure the credibility of the information received.
In the ALKEM type plant used as a base for the present report, the measur-
ing equipment and intermediate storages for fissile material are arranged
to a large extent inside the caissons. Instead of this, a better arrangement
from the point of' view of aareguar-ds appears to be , to have a centralized in-
formation network system which is accessible for safeguards, transparent and
easily verifiable. Such a system should have properly incorporated containment
measures. The information system should not only supply information on the flow
of fissile material but also on the amounts of intermediate storage in different
caissons, which may exceed certain limits pome rough estimates indicate that
the safeguards efforts for the feed and product, streams could be reduced by
about 30 %by this arrangement.
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A preliminary sketch of aplant is shown in Fig. 7-1 in which this re-
quirement is :fulfilled. The figure is self-explanatoryo However, further
detailed discussions with the operators of the plant are required to
ensure that such a layout would also meet the requirements of the plant




1-7.1_7 a, Avenhaua , D. Gupta.
Effective Application of Safeguards Manpower and Other
Techniques in Nuclear Fuel Cycles.
lAEA/SM-1 33/80 ( 1970 )
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APPENDIX I
Simulation Program PUFAB with Subroutines GAUSS
and RM~DU (for generating normally distributed
random numbers)and print-out for one simulated
fabrication campaign.
FCRTRAN IV G lEVEL 18 MAIN
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1003 FORMAT I' XNUll= ',1'10.3'
1004 FORMAT 11H " THE INPUT IS NOT SUFFICIENT'I
1005 FORMAT I1HO,'T=',FIO.3,',H=',F9.3,' AND DIVERTED OUANTITY OIVERS
1= ',1'10.3,' .ACCUMUlATED PRODUCT =',1'10.31
1006 FORMATIIH ,'OVERFlO~ UNIT 1,Hlll=',F10.31
1007 FORMATI1H ,'OVERFLOW UNIT 2,HI21=',FI0.31
1008 FORMATllH ,'AFTER STATEMENT 10 IS HIll=',F10.2,'AND HI21=',FI'l.21
1009 FORMATIIH ,'AFTER STATEMENT 12 IS HIll=',F10.2,'AND HI2)=',FI'l.ZI
1010 FORMATl'l AFTER STATEMENT 14 IS IST HIll=',F10.Z,' AND HI7l=',
11'10.2, I,' WHEREAS',10X,' HSOllIll=',FI0.2,'AND HSOl1l21=',Fl!').21
1011 FORMAT l' TI1I= ',1'10.4,' TlZI: ',Fl!1.4, '
1 T131= ',1'10.4,' ANn T141: ',1'10.4,1,' WHEREAS TREAlll
21',1'10.4,' TREAlI21= ',1'10.4,' TREAlI31= ',1'10.4,' AND TREAlI4)
4= ',1'10.4,11
!O12 FORMAT I' llNUll = O.O,THEREFORE Tlll= o.()')
1013 FORMATI/,' ••••••••••••••••••• 'I
1014 FORMAT 1111,' NEW CAMPAIGN wITH INCREASED ZlSII=',12,'" I
1015 FORMAT I' RKAPPAIII HMINIII HMAXIII OKMAXIII ZlSIII A8Zwi
111 HHAl8II' RDRYIII'I
1016 FORMAT l' AT OKMAII=',I2,'I'" ,I' 6.3,' ANn OKMAlI-l=',I2,'I:',
1 1'6.3,' ONE GETS AN UNSTA8lE STATE'I
1017 FORMAT!' HIlI=',FIO.5,' H121" ',1'10.5,' Hl3I= ',1'10.5
1,' H141= ',1'10.5,' HISI" ',1'10.51
1018 FORMATI'ICHANGE 01' ZlSIJ=',12,'I',/1
1019 FORMAT I' HSOlLIII=' ,1'10.5,' HSOllI21= ',1'10.5,' HSOllI31= ',1'10.
15,' HSOLlI41- ',1'10.5,' HSOLlI5'= ',1'10.5,/, 'HOSOll=',FIO.3,'
2SUM DF INTERIM STORES SUMLLa',FIO.-3,'-.PLANNEO PROOUCT =',FIO.31
1020 FORMAT I ' MARKll1 WAS SET =1'1
1021 FORMAT I • MARKI21 WAS SeT =1'1
1022 FORMAT I' OVERFLOW UNIT 3,HI3I z',FI0.3'
InZ3 FORMATI' MARK!31 WAS SET =1"
1024 FORMAT I' OVERFLOW UNIT 4,HI41=',FI0.31
1025 FORMATI' HARK(41 WAS SET 21';
1026 FORMAT I' ZLlll z',FIO.5,' - ZlI2)= ',1'10.5,' Zl131= ',1'10.5
1,' ZL141= ',FI0.5,' Zl151= ',1'10.5)
1027 FORMAT I' THE THEORETICAl ITIIII AND REAL ITREALlll1 TIMES,
lUNTIL A MINIMAL CONTE NT 01' THE CORRESPCNOING U~ITS IS REACHED,ARE
2'1
1028 FORMAT I' CONTENT OF INPUT STORAGE =',1'10.31
1029 FORMAT 11'10.31
1030 FORMATI' OKRAI11=',FI0.5,' OKRAI21= ',1'10.5,' OKRAI31= ',1'10.5,
l' OKRA(4)=' ,FlO.5,' OKRAI51=' ,FI0.5)
1031 FORMAT I' OKSORIlI=',FIO.5,' OKSORI21= ',FI0.5,' OKSORI31= ',1'10.5
1,' CKSORI41= ',1'10.5,' OKSORI51= ',1'10.51
1032 FORMAT (' NEW CAMPAIGN WITH INCREASED ABZWIK-l=',12,'I')
1033 FORMAT I' NOW AT TIME =',1'10.3,' 1 KG PU-C2 IS DIVERTED FROM UNIT
1 ',131















6001 FOR~AT I' SNAP.TIME=',G2C.S)
TTT=lEITIO)











C READING 01' PROCESS PARAMETLRS
Oe'48 Rf.AD 15,10291 HMAIN
0049 PRINT 102S,HMAIN
C HMAIN=CONTENT 01' INPUT STORAGE IKG)
(1050 RfAO 15,1000 I N
0051 PPINT 1000,N
C N=NUMBER 01' FASRICATION UNlTS
0052 PHDI5, 10011 DTD
0053 PRINT IOOl,DTO
C OTO= TIME INTERVAL 1'01' SUMMATION 10AYSl
0054 REAC 15,ln02) IPKAPPAIJ),HMJNIJI,Ht~AXIII,[KMAXIII,llSII),~.BlWII),
IHHALSI I) ,RORYI J), 1= l,N I
C PKAPPA=FRACTION 01' R[CYCLE FROM UNIT I
C HMI~=MINIMAL CONT~NT 01' THE UNIT5 IKG)
[ HMAX=MAXIMAL CONTENT 01' THr. UNITS IKG)
C OKMAX=MAXIMAl [APACITY 01' THE UNIT5 IKG/DAYI
C OKMAXIII JS NOT AllDWEC TO BE GREATER THAN CKMAXlI-ll
C lLS=FRACTION 01' TNE OUTPUT STREAM WHICH 15 U5ED TO BUILO UP THE
C INTERIM STORAGE Of THE UNIT
C ABZW=FRACTION 01' DIVERSION FROM THL OUTPUT STRLAM FROM UNIl I
C IT 15 MEANT THAT THI5 DIVERSION 15 MADE Bf.FORf THE OUTPUT STREAM IS
C MEASURED
C MARK=MARKER WHICH INOICATES JF THE INTERIM STORAGF SHALL RE USEO
C IMAPK=ll 01' NOT IMAPK=!))
C HHALBIII=MAXIMUM ALlOWED CUNTENl CF THl INTERIM STORAGF IN UNIT
[ RORYIJI=FRA[TION 01' OUTPUT GOING TO THE DRY RECOVERY IN UNIT 2
0055 READ 15,10291 XNULL
0056 PRINT 1003 ,XNULL
C XNULl= [ONSTANT INPUT IKG/OAY)
c
C
[ lLSOR ARE THE ORIGINAL VALUlS FOR THE FPA[TIC~S GCING TO 1NTfPIM STORtS
0057 00 10 1=1,"1
005A lL (I) =0.














AIGGEST oe LOOP FOR USING GAUSS
00 SO KI=1,I00
CALL GAUSSIIX,S,AM,V)
AT CNE 01' THE FOtLOWING CAR!)S THE C IN COLUMN 1 [AN Sf I:XTINGlIISHlO
FORTR~N IV G lEVEL 18 IlAlN
125








eeeece OUMMY,ONlY FOR THE MOMENT TO SPARE TIME
C XNUll = V
C CKMAXI31 = V
C VERY BIG 00 lOOP FOR VARIATION OF THE ABlwlII
0065 00 70 K= 1,5
0066 14 IF IK.EO.ll GO TO 1
0067 ABlWIK-ll = ABlWIK-ll + 0.1)2
e
C BIG 00 lOOP FOR VARIATION OF THE llSIII
e
e THE OD-INOEX WAS SET =1 IN ORDER TO SPARE OUTPUT FOR THE MOMENT
00 63 J = 1,1
PRINT 1018,J




































e AT TIME=O All HilI ARE SET =0
C H= INVENTORY OF THE UNITS
C IF ILSIII OR ABlWIII NOT EOuAl O,THE ORIGINAL OKMAXIII ARE SET TO OKMAIII
2 00 3 I = I,N
C OKRAIII MEANS THE REAL INPUT TO THE UNIT 1+1
e OKSOR IlEANS THE THEORETICAl INPUT TO THE UNIT 1+1
OKMAIII = OKMAXIII *11.-ZLSIII - A8ZWIIII
OKRAIII=OKMAIII*11.-RKAPPAIII-RORYIIII
OKSOLLIII = OKMAXIII *ll.-ZLSIIII
CKSORIII = OKSOLlIII*II.-RKAPPAIII-RDRYIIII
32 IF II.EO.lI GO TO 33
IF II.EO.51 Ge TO 33









e EVALUATION OF TIME INTERVALS
C Tlil = THEORETICAl FILLiNG TI~ES
e TREALIII = REAL FllLING TIMES
JF li'NULL.Li:.O.O i GO TO s-n
TI11=HMINI11/XNULl
TRE All 11 = Tlll
IF IXNULl.lT.OKMA 111i GO TO 'lOO
GO TO 4
900 PR lNT 1004
GO TO 999






TI41 = T13) + HMINI41/0KSORI31
NOW PROOUCTION CAN BEGIN
FOR THE FORMULAE SEE KFK-REPORT 903.PAGE 20
IF lTII'E.LE.O.l GO TO 52
THE HilI ARE EVAlUATEO USING THE "MEASiJREO" VAlUES OKRA ANO OKMA
HSOLLIIl DESIGNS THE PLANNEO INVENTORY OF EACH UNIT
80TH VALUES INCLUDE THE INTERIM STORAGES.
EI'PTYING OF INPUT STORE
HSTORE = HSTORE - XNULl*OTO
IF IHSTORE.LE.O.I GC TO 999
Hlll=Hll1+XNULl*OTD-OKMA 111*OTO
HSOlLIII-HSOLllll+XNUlL*OTO -OKSOlllll.0TO












SOLL = SOLL + CKSOR 141*OTO
NN=N-l
00 49 l-l,NN
TREALl41 - TREALI31 + HHINI41/0KRAI31
PR INT 1027
PRINT 1011.Tlll,TIZI,TI31.TI4l.TREALlll.TREAlI21.TREALI3I,TREALl4l
FOR THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS SEE KFK-REPORT 903,PAGE 19
00 18 I-l,N
IF IHIIl.GE.H~INIIll GO TO 16
OKMAI I 1-0.
OKRAIIl -0.
OKSOLLl I I -0.
OKSORIIl =0.
GO TO 18





IF II.EO.ll GO TO 18
IF II.EO.51 GO TO 18
IF 10KMAlll.GT.OKMAI[-111 GO TO 75
GO TO 18
CONTINUE
OKMAlII - OKHAXIII *Il.-ZLSIII - ABZWllll
OKRAIIl=OKMAlII*II.-RKAPPAIII-RORYIIII
OKSOLllII = OKMAXIII *11.-ZLSIIll
OKSORIII = OKSOLLlll*ll.-RKAPPAIII-RORYllll
IF 11.EO.l1 GO TO 18
IF II.EO.51 GO TO 18
IF 10KMAIII.GT.OKHAII-111 GO TO 75
CONTINUE
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FORTRAN IV G lEVEL 18 MAIN
127
DATE 71035 19/58/16 PAGE 1'(\"5
0145 H(5)=HI51+RKAPPAli )*OKMAI I1*nTl)
0146 49 HSOll(5)=HSOllI5)+RKAPPAIII*OKSOllIII*DTD
C THE OUTPUT OF UNIT 5 MUST BE CONSIDEREO lATER
0141 50 00 51 I=I,N
0148 IFIOKMA I Il.EQ.O.) GO TO 511
0149 OIVEqS = DIVERS +ABZWI I) * OKMAXli )*OTO
0150 511 HOSOll=HOSOll+HSOllll)
0151 IFIMARKlIl.EQ.lI GO TO 51
0152 IFIOKMAIIl.EQ.(l.i GO TO 51
0153 zt r I) = ZlSI I1*OKMAXI I1*DTD + ZU I)
















































HOLD = TOTAL INVENTaR' OF THE PLANT,EVAlUATED FROH "HEASURFO"
OKRAIII ANO KNOWN OKMAXlil ANO ZLSII),INTERIM STORAGES ARE INCLUOED












IF IH 111.GT.HMAXllI1 GO TO 54
IFIZUll.lT.HHAL811l1 GO TO 55






55 IF IH 12).GT.HHAXI2)1 GO TO 57
IFIZlI2).lT.HHAL812)1 GO TO 56






Sb IF IHI3).GT.HMAXI31) GO Ta 58
IFlZ1l31.LT.HHAlB(3)} -GO -TO 59






59 IF IHI41.GT.HMAXI41l GO 10 60
IFlZL(4).LT.HHALßI41' GO Ta 61




FCRTR~N IV G lEVEL 18 MAIN
128
DATE 71035 19/58/16
0197 60 PRINT 1024,H141
0198 GO TO 999
0199 61 IFIT1ME.GT.25.1 GO TO 999
C THIS TIME lIMIT SHOUlO 8E INCREASED FOR REAL CAMPAIGNS
0200 GO TO 5
C
0201 999 CONTINUE
0202 tF I ZlSIJI.GE.O.21 GO TO 62
0203 PRINT 1013
0204 PRINT 1014,J
C AT THE 8EGINNING OF ~ NEW CAMPAIGN TIME 15 SET =0
0205 TIME = O.
0;>06 DIVERS = O.
0207 ZlSIJI = ZlSIJ I + 0.01
0208 00 74 I=l,N
0209 ZU TI =0.
0210 74 MARKeil =0
0211 PRINT 1015
0;>12 PRINT 1002, IRKAPPAetl,HMINIII,HMAXIII,OKMAXIII,ZlSIII,A8zweII,
IHHAlBII I,RDRYI 1" I=l,NI
r 213 GO TO ;>
0214 75 II= 1-1
0215 INST = 1
0216 PRINT 1016,I,OKMAIIl,II,OKMAlIII
0211 62 ZlSIJI = ZlSORIJI
0218 TIME = O.
0219 ClVFRS=O.
0220 SUMZl = O.
onl cc 76 I=l,N
0222 ZUI) =0.





















IF lINST .EQ.lI GO TO 64
IF IK.EQ.lI GO TO 10
KK = K-1
IF IA8ZWIKKI.GE.0.51 GO TO 64












USES 12 UNIFORM RANDOM NUMBERS TO CDMPUTE NORMAL RANDOM
NUMBERS BY CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREM
THE RESULT IS THEN ADJUSTED TO MATCH THE GIVEN MEAN VALUE AND
STANDARD DEVIATION.
THE UNIFORM RANDOM NUMBERS COMPUTED WITKIN THE SUBROUTINE











COMPUTES A NOP~ALLY OISTRIBUTED RANDOM NUMBER WITH A GIVEN




IX---MUST CONTAIN AN 000 INTEGER NUMBER WITH NINE OR
LESS DIGITS ON THE FIRST ENTRY TO GAUSS.THEREAFTER
IT WILL CONTAIN A UNIFORMLY OISTRIBUTED INTEGER RANDOM
NUMBER GENERATfD BY THE SUBROUTINE FOR USE ON THE NEXT
ENTRY TO THE SUBROUTINE
S---THE DESIREO STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
AS ABSOLUTE VALUE
AM---TME DESIRED MEAN OF THE NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
V---THE VALUE DF THE COMPUTED NORMAL RANDOM VARIABLE
REMARKS
THIS SUBROUTINE USES RANDU WHICH IS IBM/360 SPECIFIC
SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS REQUIREO
RANOU
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COMPUTES UNIFORMlY OISTRIBUTEO RANDOM REAL NllMBEPS 8ETWEEN
O. ANO 1. AND RANDOM INTEGERS BETWEEN ZERO AND 2**31.
EACH ENTRY USES AS INPUT AN INTEGER RANDO~ NUMBER AND PRODUCES




IX---FOR THE FIRST ENTRY THIS MUST CONTAIN ANY 000 INTEGER
NUMB~R WITH NINE OR LESS OIGITS.AFTER THE FIRST ENTRY
IX SHOUlO BE THE ThE PREVIOUS VALUE OF IY CC~PUTED BY THIS
SUBROUTlNE
IV---A RESULTANT INTEGER RANDOM NUMBER REQUIRED FOR THE NEXT
ENTRV TO THIS SUBROUTlNl. THE RANGE OF THIS NUMBER I S
BETWEEN ZERO AND 2**31
YFl---THE RESULTANT UNIFORMLY OISTRIBUTEO,FLOATING POINT,RANDeM
NUMBER IN THE RANGE C. TO 1.
REIlARKS
THIS SUBROUTINE IS SPECIFIC TO SYSTEM IBM 360
THIS SUAROUTINE WILL PRODUCE 2**29 TERMS BEFDRE REPEATING
SURROUTlNES ANO FUNCTJON SUBPROGRAMS REQIJl RED:
NONE
METHOD
POWER RESIDUE METHOD DISCUSSEO IN IBM MANUEAL C20-BOl1,


















































CHA~GE CF ZlSIJ= 11
132
xsuu,» 10.000
RKAPPAIII HMINII) HH-AXI I) OKMAXII) ZlSIII ABZWII) HHAlBIII RORYIII
0.040 4.500 160.000 10.000 0.400 0.0 80.000 0.0
0.1)30 Z5.000 110.000 10.000 0.500 0.0 100.000 0.0
0.0 10.000 30.0CO 10.000 0.600 0.0 ZO.OOO 0.050
0.070 Z5.000 1011.0CO 9."00 0.600 0.0 30.000 0.030
(.Z(10 0.050 6.000 0.300 D.zon 0.0 0.600 0.0
THf, THECRETICAL lTlIlI AND REAL lTRE-ALI 111 Tl MES, UNTl L A ~INIMAL CO~TENT OF THl CORRFSPONnING UNITS r s R~ACH~ I'),AP<
Tl 11= O."SOO HZ)= ".7903 Tl31= 6.85Z1 AN!) T(4)= 13.<;-311
WHEIlEAS TREALllI 0.4~CO TREIILIZ)= 4.7903 TREALl31 = 6.85Z1 liND TREAL141= 13.4311
T= C.500,H= 5.000 IINC DIVERTED QUANTITY DIVERS 0.0 • ACCUMUL AT ED PRODUCT =
HIII= 5.00000 HIZ)" (1.0 H(3)= (1.0 H141= 0.0 H(5)=
HSClLlll= 5.00(\(\0 HSCllIZ)= 0.1': HSCLL(3)= 0.0 HSClLl" 1= 0.1l HSOLU51=
HCSClL= 5.(\(\0 SUM OF INHRIM STORES SUMZL= 0.0 .PLANNEO PRODUCT = 0.')
OKRIII1I= 0.0 OKRAIZI= o.e OKRAI3I = 0.0 CKRAI4'= 0.0 CKRA(5)=
CKSOR111 = 0.0 OKSORIZI= (\.0 OKSOR(3)= 0.0 OKSCRI41= (\." OKSORI51=




T= 1.000,H= 10.000 liND OIVERTEO QUANTITY OIVERS
H(1)= 7.00000 HIZ)= Z.88000 H(3)=
HSCllll/= 7.00000 HSOlL(Z)= Z.880eo HSCLL(3'=
HCSCll= 10.000 SUM OF INTERIM STORES SUMZL=
(KRAlli" 5.76000 CKRIIIZ)= (l.0 OKRA(3)=
GKSCRII)= 5.76000 OKSORIZ)= 0.0 OKSORI31=
ZL(1)= Z.OOOOO ZLIZ)= o.e ZL(3)=
T= 1.500,H= 15.000 liND OIVERTEO QUANTITY DIVERS
HIII= 9.001l00 H(ZI= 5.7600C H(3)=
HSClLl11= 9.00000 HSOLL(Z)= 5.76000 HSOLL(3)=
HCSOlL= 15.000 SUM OF INTERIM STORES SUMZL=
CKRAll'= 5.76000 OKRAIZI= 0.0 OKRA(3)=
CKSORll)= 5.76000 CKSCRIZI= 0.0 OKSOR(31=
ZLl1l= 4.00000 ZllZl= 0.0 ZL131=
T= Z."O",H= Z".oOO liND OIVERTEO QUANTITY DIVERS
H(1)= 11.00000 HIZ)= 8.64000 H(3)=
HSOlLl11= 11.00000 HSOLLIZI= 8.64000 HSOlL(3)=
HOSCll= 20.000 SUM OF INTERIM STORES SU~ZL=
OKRAIl)= 5.76000 OKRII(2I= 0.0 OKRAI31=
CKSOR(1)= 5.76000 OKSORIZ)= 0.0 GKSOR(3)=
Zlll'= 6.00000 ZLIZI= 0.0 lL(3)=
T= Z.500,H= Z5.000 ~ND OIVERTED QUANTlTV DIVERS
Hll'= 13.00000 HIZ)= 11.5Z000 H131=
HSCLl,li= 13.00000 HSOLl,2i= li.52000 HSCLL(3i=
HOSOlL= Z5.00'l SUM OF INTERIM STORES SUMZL=
CKR~III= 5.76000 CKRAIZI= 0.0 OKRA(3)=
CKSCRll)= 5.76000 CKSORIZ)= 0.0 OKSOR(3)=





































































































T= 3.000,H= 30.000 liND DIVERTED OUANTITY DIVERS
Hl11= 15.00000 HIZ)= 14.40000 H(3)=
HSClll1l= 15.00000 HSOLLIZI= 14.40000 HSOLLI3'=
HCSOLl= 30.000 SUM OF INTERIM STORES SUMZL=
CKRA(1)= 5.76000 OKRAIZI= 0.0 OKRAI31=
CKSCRlll= 5.76000 OKSORIZI= 0.0 OKSORI31=



























T= 3.500,H= 35.000 AND OIVERTEO QUANTITY DIVERS
H(1)= 17.00000 HIZI= 17.Z8000 H(3)=
HSCllI11= 17.00000 HSCLLIZ)= 17.Z8000 HSCLL(3)=
HOSCLL= 3S.000 SUM DF-INTERIM STORES SUMZL=
CKRAl1)= 5.76000 OKRAIZI= C.O OKRAI3l=
rKSOR(1)= 5.76000 GKSORIZI= 0.0 OKSOR(3)=




























0.0 .ACCUMULATEO PRODUCT =Ta ~.OOO,H= ~O.OOO AND OIVERTEO QUANTITY DIVERS
H111= 19.00000 H121- 20.15999 H131=
HSCLlI11= 19.00000 HSOLlI21= 20.15999 HSOLLI31=
HCSCLL= ~o.n~o SUM OF INTERIM STORES SU~lL=
OKRAlll= 5.76000 OKRAI21= 0.0 OKRA(3)=
CKSCRIII= 5.76000 OKSORI21= 0.0 OKSORI31=

























T= ~.500,H= ~5.000 ANO DIVERTEO QUANTITY DIVERS
Hlll= 21.00000 H121= 23.03998 H131=
HSCLLIll= 21.00000 HSOLL(2)= 23.C3998 HSCLLl31=
HOSCLL= 45.000 SUM OF INTERIM STORES SUHlL=
CKRAIII= 5.76000 CKRAI21= 0.0 OKRAI31=
OKSCRII)= 5.76000 OKSORI21= 0.0 OKSOR(3)=



























0.0 • ACCUMUL ATED
2.~2500 H141= 0.0
2.~Z~00 HSCLL(4)= O.~




T= 5.000,H= 50.000 AND DIVERTED QUANTITY DIVERS
HIII= 23.00000 H(2)= 25.91997 Hi3'=
HSCLllll= 23.00000 HSOLLI21= 2S.91997 HSOLLI31=
HCSCLL= 50.000 SUM OF INTERIM STORES SUMlL=
OKRAII)= 5.76000 OKRA(2)= 0.0 OKRA(3)=
OKSCRII)= 5.76000 OKSORI21= 0.0 CKSORI31=
lLIII= 17.99998 lL121= 0.0 lL131=
T= 5.500,H= 55.000 AND DIVERTEO QUANTITY DIVERS
HIli- 25.00000 H(2)= 26.29996 H(3)=
HSCLLII)= 25.00000 HSOLlI21= 26.Z9996 HSOLLI31=
HOSOLL= 55.000 SUM OF INTERIM STORES SUMlL-
OKRAII)= S.76000 OKRAI21= ~.85000 OKRAI31=
OKSORII)- 5.76000 OKSOR(2)= 4.85000 OKSORI31-








































T- 6.000,H- 60.000 ANO OIVERTEO QUANTITY OIVERS
Hll)= 27.00000 H121= 26.67995 H131=
HSCLLIII= 27.00000 HSOlLI21= 26.67995 HSOLLI31-
HOSOLL= 60.000 SUM OF INTERIM STORES SUMlL-
OKRAl11= 5.76000 OKRAI21= 4,8S000 OKRAI]!=
OKSCRII)- 5.76000 OKSORIZI= 4.8S000 OKSOR(3)=




























T= 6.S00,H= 6S.000 ANO OIVERTED QUANTITY DIVERS
HIII= 29.00000 HIZI- 27.CS994 H131-
HSOLLII)= 29.00000 HSOLLI21= Z7.05S~4 HSOLL(3)=
HCSCLL= 6S.000 SU~ OF INTER!M STORES SUMll-
O~R~lll= 5.760~0 OKRAIZI= 4.85000 OKRA(3)=
-OKSORII)= S.76000 OKSOR(2)= 4.850000KSOR(3)=
lLII)= 23.99994 lL121= 7.S0000 lL(3)=
T= 7.000,H= 70.000 ANO OIVFRT~O QUANTITY DIVERS
HIll= 31.00000 H121= 27.43993 H(3)=
HSOLLIll- 31.00000 HSOLL(2)= 27.43993 HSOLLI31-
HCSCLL- 70.001 SUM OF INTERIM STORES SUHlL=
OKRAIII= 5.76000 OKR~121= 4.85000 OKRAI31=
CKSCRII)= S.76000 OKSOR(2)= 4.85000 OKSOR(3)=


































T= 7.S00,H- 75.000 AND DIVERTEO QUANTITY DIVERS 0.0 .ACCUMULATED
HII)= 33.00000 H121= 27.81992 H131= 12.12500 H(4)= 0.0
HSOLlll)= 33.00000 HSOlL(2)= 27.81992 HSOLL(3)= 12.12S00 HSClLI41= 0.0
HCSCLL- 75.000 SUM OF INTERIM STORES SUHlL= 40.890 .PLANNED PRODUCT =
OKRAII)= 5.76000 CKRAI21= ~.85000 OKRAI31= 0.0 GKRA(4)= D.n
GKSORll)= S.76000 CKSOR(2)= 4.85000 OKSCRI31= 0.0 CKSORC41= O.J














T= 8.000,H= 79.900 ANO OIVERTED QUANTITY DIVERS 0.6 .ACCUMULATfD PROO~CT =
HII)- 35.00000 HIZI= 28.19991 H(3)- 12.5S000 H(4)= 1.9~00~ H151-
HSCLlll)= 3S.00000 HSOLLI21= 28.1~991 HSOlL(3)= 12.S5000 HSOlLI~I= 1.90000 HSOlLISI=
HCSOLL= 79.900 SUH OF INTERIM STORES SUHlL= 48.420 .PlANNED PRODUCT - 0.0
OKRAIII= S.76000 OKRA(2)= ~.8S00C OKRA(3)= 3.80000 CKRAI41= n.n CKRAI51=
CKSORIII- 5.76000 OKSORI21- 4.85000 OKSORI31- 3.80000 OKSORI41= 0.1'1 OKSORISI=








T* 8.500,H* 84.800 AND DIVERTED QUANTITY DIVERS * 0.0 .ACCUMUlATED PRODUCT *
HilI: 37.00000 HIZI= Z8.57990 H131= lZ.97499 H141: 3.80000 HISI=
HSOlllll= 37.00000 HSOllIZI= Z8.S7990 HSOllI31: lZ.97499 HSOlL(4)= 3.80000 HSOLL(SI=
HOSOLL= 84.800 SUM OF INTERIM STORES SUHll= S5.950 .PLANNED PRODUCT = 0.0
OKRAlll= 5.76000 CKRAIZI= 4.8S000 OKRAI31* 3.80000 OKRAI41* 0.0 OKRA(SI=
OKSORlll= 5.76000 OKSORIZI= 4.8S000 OKSOR(31= 3.80000 OKSORI41= 0.0 OKSOR(SI=
lLlll- 31.99988 lL(ZI= 17.50000 lL(3)= 6.00000 lL141= 0.0 lL(SI=
T= 9.000,H= 89.700 AND DIVERTED QUANTITY DIVERS 0.0 .ACCUMULATED PROOUCT =
Hlll= 39.00000 HIZI= Z8.9S988 H(3)= 13.39999 H(41= 5.70000 HISI=
HSCLLIll= 39.00000 HSOLL(Z): 28.95988 HSCLL(3)= 13.39999 HSOLLI41= 5.70000 HSOLLI51=
HOSOLL= 89.700 SUH OF INTERIM STORES SUMlL= 63.480 .PLANNED PRODUCT = 0.0
OKRAll)= 5.76000 OKRA(Z)= 4.85000 OKRA(31* 3.80000 (KRAI4)= 0.0 CKRA(5)=
OKSORll)= S.76000 OKSORIZ)= 4.8S000 OKSCRI31= 3.800000KSOR(41= 0.0 OKSCRI5)=
lllll= 33.99986 lLIZ/= ZO.OOOOO lL(3/= 9.00000 lL141= 0.0 lL151=
T= 9.500,H= 94.600 AND DIVERTED QUANTITY OIVERS = 0.0 .ACCUMULATED PROOUCT =
Hll)= 41.00000 HIZI= Z9.33987 HI3/= 13.8Z499 H(41= 7.60~00 H(SI=
HSOLLIll= 41.00000 HSOlLIZI= Z9.33987 HSOlLI31= 13.8Z499 HSOLLI41- 7.60000 HSOLLI51=
HOSOLL= 94.600 SUM OF INTERIM STORES SUMlL= 71.010 .PlANNED PRODUCT = 0.0
(KRAlll= 5.76000 OKRAI21= 4.85000 CKRAI3)= 3.8000C CKRA(41= 0.0 (KRAISI=
CKSORllI= 5.760000KSORIZ)= 4.850000KSORI31= 3.80000 GKSOR(4)= 0.0 DKSOR(51=
lLllI= 35.9998S ll121= Z2.50000 lL131= lZ.00000 lL141= 0.0 lLIS)=
T= 10.OOO,H= 99.500 AND DIVERTED QUANTITY DIVERS = 0.0 .ACCUMULATED PRODUCT =
HII'= 43.00000 HIZI= Z9.71986 H(31= 14.Z4999 H141= 9.50000 H(51=
HSOLLIll= 43.00000 HSOLL(21= Z9.71986 HSOLL(3)= 14.Z4999 HSOLLI41= 9.50000 HSOLLISI=
H(SOLL= 99.500 SUM OF INTERIM STORES SUMlL= 78.S40 .PLANNEO PRODUCT = 0.0
(KRAll)= 5.76000 OKRAIZ)= 4.8S00C OKRA(3)= 3.80000 CKRA(4)- 0.0 OKRA(S)=
CKSORlll= 5.76000 OKSORIZI= 4.85000 CKSORI31= 3.80000 OKSCR(4)= 0.0 OKSORI5/=




























10.500,H= 104.400 AND DIVERTEO QlANTITY DIVERS 0.0 .ACCUMUlATED PRODUCT = 0.0
HIl'= 45.00000 HIZI= 30.0998S H131= 14.67499 H(4)= 11.40000 HISI= 3.2Z500
HSOlllll= 45.00000 HSOllIZI= 30.0998S HSOlLl3)= 14.67499 HSCll(4)= 1l.40000-HSOlU-SI=- 3~225(l0-
HOSClL= 104.400 SUM OF INTERIM STORES SUMll= 86.070 .PlANNED PROOUCT = 0.0
OKRAIll= 5.76000 OKRAI2/= 4.85000 OKRAI3)= 3.80000 OKRAI41= 0.0 CKRA(5/=
CKSORll'= 5.76000 DKSORI21= 4.85000 OKSORI3)= 3.80000 OKSCRI41- 0.0 OKSCR(51=
lllll= 39.99982 lllZI= 27.50000 ll131= 17.99998 ll(4)= 0.0 ZlI5)=
T= 11.000,H= 109.300 ANO DIVERTED QUANTITY DIVERS 0.0 .ACCUMUlATED PROOUCT =
HIII= 47.00000 HIZ)= 30.47984 H131= 1?09999 H(4)= 13.30000 HISI=
HSOlLlll= 47.00000 HSOlLI21= 30.47984 HSOlLI31= lS.09999 HSOlL(4)= 13.30000 HSOllISI=
HOSOLL= 109.300 SUM OF INTERIM STORES SUMlL= 93.600 .PlANNED PROOUCT = 0.0
CKRAll)= S.76000 OKRAIZI= 4.8S00C OKRA(3)= 3.80000 OKRAI41= 0.0 CKRA(5)=
OKSORll'= 5.76000 OKSOR(2)= 4.85000 OKSORI31= 3.80000 OKSORI41= 0.0 OKSCRIS)=
lllll= 41.99980 lllZl- 30.COOOO lL131= 20.99997 ll141= 0.0 ZLISI=
~~RKI31 WAS seT =1
T= ll.500,H= 114.050 ~ND DIVERTED QUANT!" DIVERS 0.0 .ACCUMULtTED PRODUCT •
HIll= 49.00000 HIZI= 30.8S983 H131= 12.52499 HI4)= 18.04999 HISI=
HSCLllll= 49.00000 HSOLlI21= 30.85983 HSOllI31= lZ.SZ499 HSCllI41= 18.04999 HSOllIS)=
HCSOll= 114.050 SlJM OF INTERIM STORES SUMlL= 77.130 .PlANNED PRODUCT = 0.')
CKRAl11= 5.76000 OKRAI21= 4.8S000 CKRAI31= 9.50000 OKRAI4/= 0.0 O~RA~S)=
OKSORlll= 5.76000 CKSORIZI= 4.8S000 OKSORI3/= 9.50000 CKSCRI4/= 0.0 OKSCRI5/=












T= 12.000,H= 118.800 AND OIVERTEO QUANTITY DIVERS
Hlll= 51.00000 HIZI- 31.Z3982 H(3)=
HSOLllll= 51.00000 HSOllI21= 31.23982 HSOllI31=
HOSOll= 118.800 SUM OF INTERIM STORES SUMll-
(KRAIl)- S.76000 OKRAI21= 4.85000 CKRAI31-
OKSCRlll* 5.76000 OKSCRI21= 4.85000 OKSORI31=
lllll= 45.99977 ll121= 3j.00000 lL131=
0.0 .AOCUMlJlATED PRODUCT =
9.94999 H141= 22.79999 H(5)-
9.94999 HSOllI41= 2Z.79999 HSOllI5)=
81.660 .PlANNED PRODUCT = 0.0
9.S000U OKRAI4/= 0.0 OKRAIS)-
9.S0000 CKSCRI41= 0.0 OKSORI~I=







T= 12.500,H= 123.800 AND OIVERTEO QUANTITY DIVERS 0.0 .ACCUMUlATEO PROOUCT =
Hll)= S3.00000 H121= 31.61981 H(3)= 12.37499 H141= 2Z.79999 H151=
HSOlllll= 53.00000 HSOlLI21= 31.61981 HSOll(3)= 1Z.37499 HSOll(4)= 2Z.79999 HSOlL(5)=
HOSOLl= 123.800 SUM OF INTERIM STORES SUHZl- 86.190 .PLANNED PRDDUCT = 0.0
OKRAll)= 5.76000 (KRAI21= 4.85000 OKRAI31= 0.0 OKRAI41= 0.0 OKRAI51=








0.0 .ACCUMUlAT~D PROOUCT =
9.79999 H(4)= 27.54999 H151=
9.79999 HSOllI41= Z7.54999 HSOllI51=
90.7Z0 .PlANNED PROOUCT = 0.0
9.50000 CKRAI41= 0.0 OKRA(5)=
9.50000 CKSORI41= D.e CKSORI51=
ZO.99997 lLl41= 0.0 lLl51=
T= 13.000.H= 128.550 ANO OIVERTEO QUANTiTY DIVERS
Hlll= 55.00000 HIZI= 31.99980 H(3)=
HSOlllll= 55.0eooo HSOllIZI= 31.99980 HSOll(3)=
HOSOll= 1Z8.550 SUM OF INTERIM STORES SUMZl=
OKRAlll= 5.76000 CKRAIZI= 4.85000 CKRAI31=
CKSORlll= 5.76000 OKSORIZI= 4.85000 OKSORI31=







T= 13.500.H= 131.876 ANO OIVERTEO QUANTITY DIVERS 0.0 .ACCUMULATEO PROOUCT =
Hlll= 57.00000 HIZI= 3Z.37979 H(3)= lZ.2Z499 H141= Z5.74998 H151=
HSOLllll= 57.00000 HSOllIZI= 32.37979 HSOLLI31= lZ.2Z499 HSClLI41= Z5.74998 HSOLlI51-
HOSOLL- 131.876 SUM OF INTER IM STORES SUMIl= 97.950. PLANNEO PROOUCT = 1.6Z0
OKRAlll= 5.76000 OKRAIZI= 4.85000 OKRAI31= 0.0 CKRAI41= 3.Z4000 CKRAI51=
CKSCRlll= 5.760000KSORIZI= 4.850ee OKSORI31= 0.0 OKSCRI41= 3.Z4000 OKSORI51=













0.0 .ACCUMULATED PRODUCT =
9.64999 H(4)- 28.69998 H151=
9.64999 HSOllI41= Z8.69998 HSOllI51=
105.180 .PlANNED PRDDUCT = 3.Z40
9.50000 CKRAI41= 3.Z4000 OKRA(5)=
9.50000 CKSORI41= 3.Z4000 OKSORI51=
ZO.99997 ll141= 5.40000 ll151=
14.000.H= 134.952 ANO OIVERTEO QUANTITY DIVERS
Hlll= 59.00000 HIZ)= 3Z.15978 H131=
HSOLLlll= 59.00000 HSOLLIZI= 3Z.75978 HSGLLI31=
HCSCLL= 134.95Z SUM OF INTERIM STORES SUMlL=
OKRAlll= 5.760~0 OKRAIZI= 4.85000 OKRA(3)=
OKSORlll= 5.76000 OKSORIZ)= 4.85000 OKSOR(3)=
lLlll= 53.99971 lLIZI= 45.00000 lL131=
T=
T= 14.500,H= 138.Z78 AND OIVERTED QUANTITY DIVERS 0.0 .ACCUMULATED PRODUCT =
Hll)= 61.00000 HIZI= 33.13977 H131= 12.07499 H141= Z6.89998 H151=
HSClllll= 61.00000 HSOllIZ)= 33.13977 HSOllI31= lZ.07499 HSOlLI41= Z6.89998 HSOlLI51=
HCSOlL= 138.Z78 SU~ OF INTERIM STORES SUMll= llZ.410 .PlAN~ED PRODUCT = 4.860
OKRAlll= 5.76000 OKRAIZI= 4.85000 OKRA(3)= 0.0 CKRAI41= 3.Z4000 C~RAI51=
OKSORlll= 5.76000 OKSORIZI= 4.85000 QKSDR(31= 0.0 CKSCRI41= 3.Z400D OKSCRI51=













0.0 .ACCUMUlATED PRODUCT =
9.49999 H141= Z9.84998 H151=
9.49999 HSCllI41= Z9.84998 HSOlLISI-
119.640 .PLANNED PRODUCT = 6.480
9.50000 CKRAI41= 3.Z4000 C~RAI51=
9.50000 GKSCRI41= 3.Z4000 OKSCRI51=
ZO.99997 ll141= 10.80000 ZL151-
T= 15.000.H= 141.354 AND DIVERTED QUANTITY DIVERS
Hll)= 63.00000 HIZI= 33.51976 H131=
HSOlLlll= 63.00000 HSCllIZ)= 33.51976 HSOlLI31=
HGSCLL= 141.354 SUM OF INTERIM STORES SUMll=
OKRAlll= 5.76000 OKRAIZI= 4.85000 OKRAI31=
OKSORlll= 5.76000 OKSORIZI= 4.85000 OKSORI31=
lllll= 57.99968 llIZ)= 50.00000 ll131=
T= 15.500,H= 144.680 AND DIVERTED QUANTITY DIVERS 0.0 .ACCUMULATED PRODUCT =
Hlll= 65.00000 HIZI- 33.89975 H131= 11.9Z499 H141= Z8.04997 H151=
HSCLLlll= 65.00000 HSOlLIZI- 33.89975 HSOLlI31= 11.9Z499 HSOLlI41- Z8.04997 HSOlLI51=
HOSOLl= 144.680 SUM OF INTERIM STORES SUMlL= lZ6.870 .PlANNED PRODUCT = 8.100
DKRAlll= 5.76000 OKRAIZI= 4.85000 OKRAI31= 0.0 OKRAI41= 3.Z4000 OKRAI51=
OKSORlll= 5.76000 OKSORIZI= 4.85000 OKSOR(3)= 0.0 CKSORI41= 3.Z4000 OKSORI51=













0.0 .ACCUMULATED PRODUCT -
9.34999 H141= 30.9Q997 H151-
9.34999 HSCLLI41= 30.99997 HSOlL(5)=
134.100 .PlA~NED PRODUCT = 9.7Z0
9.50000 OKRAI41= 3.Z4000 OKRAI51-
9.50000 OKSCRI41= 3.Z4000 OKSORI51=
ZO.99997 ll141= 16.Z0000 lL151=
16.000,H= 147.756 AND DIVERTED QUANTITY DIVERS
Hlll= 67.00000 HIZI= 34.Z7974 H131=
HSOlLll)= 67.00000 HSOllI21= 34~Z7974 HSOllI31=
HOSOll= 147.756 SUM OF INTERIM STORES SUMll=
OKRAlll= 5.76000 OKRAIZI= 4.85000 OKRAI31=
OKSCRI1j= 5.16000 OKSORI21= 4.85000 OKSORI31=
lllll= 61.99965 lllZI= 55.00000 lL131=
T=
T= 16.500.H= 151.08Z ANO DIVERTEO QUANTITY DIVERS 0.0 .ACCUMULATEO PROOUCT =
Hlll= 69.00000 HIZI= 34.65973 H131= 11.77499 H141= 29.19997 H151=
HSCLllll= 69.00000 HSOllIZI= 34.65973 HSOllI31= 11.77499 HSCllI41= Z9.19997 HSOLlI51=
HCSOLl= 151.08Z SUM OF INTERIM STORES SUMlL- 141.330 .PlANNEO PROOUCT = 11.340
OKRAlll= 5.16000 OKRAIZI= 4.85000 OKRA(3)= 0.0 CKRAI41= 3.Z4000 OKRAI51=
CKSORlll= 5.76000 OKSORIZ)= 4.85000 OKSORI31= 0.0 CKSCRI41= 3.Z4000 OKSCRI51=












0.0 .ACCUMUlATED PRODUCT =
9.19999 H141= 3Z.14996 H151=
9.19999 HSOll(4)= 3Z.14996 HSOLlI51=
148.560 .PlANNED PRODUCT = 1Z.960
9.50000 CKRAI41= 3.Z4000 CKRAI51=
9.50000 CKSORI41- 3.Z4000 OKSORI51-
T= 17.000,H= 154.158 ANO DIVERTED QUANTITY DIVERS
Hlll= 71.00000 HIZI= 35.0397Z H131=
HSOlLlll= 71.00000 HSOlLIZI= 35.0397Z HSOllI31=
HOSOll= 154.158 SUM OF INTERIM STORES SUMll=
OKRAlll= 5.76000 OKRAIZI= 4.85000 OKRAI31=
OKSOR(1)= 5.76000 OKSORIZI= 4.85000 OKSORI31=
LLI~'Z.
T= 17.500,H= 157.484 AND DIVERTED QUANTITY DIVERS 0.0 .ACCUMULATED PRDDUCT =
HilI- 73.00000 H121= 35.41971 H131= 11.62499 H141= 30.34996 H15l=
HSOLLI11= 73.00000 HSOLLI2l= 35.41971 HSOLLI3l= 11.62499 HSOLLI41= 30.34996 HSOllISl=
HOSOLl= 157.484 SUM OF "INTER IM STORES SUMll= 15S.790 .PLANNED PRODUCT = 14.580
CKRAII)- 5.76000 OKRAI21= 4.85000 QKRAI31= 0.0 CKRAI41= 3.24000 OKRAI51=
OKSORlll= 5.76000 OKSORI21= 4.85000 OKSORI31= 0.0 OKSORI41= 3.24000 OKSORISI=







T= 18.000,H= 160.560 AND DIVERTEO QUANTITY DIVERS = 0.0 .ACCUMULATED PRODUCT =
Hlll= 75.00000 H121= 35.19970 H131= 9.04999 H141= 33.29996 H151=
HSOLLI11= 75.00000 HSOLLI2)= 35.79970 HSOLLI31= 9.04999 HSCLLI41= 33.29996 HSOLlI51=
HCSCLL= 160.560 SUM OF INTERIM STORES SUMZL= 163.020 .PLANNED PRODUCT = 16.200
OKRAIII. 5.76000 OKRAI21= 4.85000 OKRAI3l= 9.50000 CKRAC41= 3.24000 OKRAI51=
OKSCRll1= 5.76000 OKSORI21= 4.85000 OKSORI31= 9.S0000 CKSCRI41· 3.24000 CKSORI51=







T= 18.500,H- 163.886 AND DIVERTED QUANTITY DIVERS 0.0 .ACCUMlJLATED PRODlICT =
HII'= 77.00000 H121= 36.11969 H131= 11.41499 HI4)= 31.49995 HIS)=
HSCLllll= 77.00000 HSOlLI21= 36.11969 HSOllI31= 11.41499 HSClL(4)= 31.49995 HSOlLIS)=
HOSOlL- 163.886 SUM OF INTERIM STORES SUMZl= 170.250 .PlANNEO PRODUCT = 11.820
OKRAllI= S.76000 CKRAI2)= 4.85000 OKRAI31= 0.0 CKRAI41= 3.24000 OKRAISI=
CKSORll'= 5.16000 CKSORI2l. 4.85000 OKSORI31= 0.0 CKSORI41= 3.24000 OKSORI5l=







T= 19.000,H= 166.962 AND DIVERTED QUANTITY DIVERS = 0.0 .ACCUMlJLATED PRODlICf =
Hlll= 79.00000 H121= 36.55968 H(3)= 8.89999 H141= 34.44995 H151=
HSOlllll- 19.00000 HSOllI21= 36.55968 HSOLLI31= 8~89999 HSOlLI41= 34.4499S HSOllI51=
HOSOLL- 166.962 SUM OF INTERIM STORES SUMZL= 171.480 .PLANNED PRODUCT = 19.440
CKRAlll- 5.16000 OKRAI21= 4.85000 OKRAI31= 9.50000 CKRAI4'= 3.24000 OKRA(5)=
CKSCRlll- 5.16000 OKSORI21- 4.85000 OKSORI31= 9.50000 OKSCRI41= 3.24000 OKSORI5l=
lllil. 73.99956 ZL121= 10.00000 ZL131= 20.99997 lL141= 32.39998 ZL151=







T- 19.500,H- 161.777 AND DIVERTED QUANTITY DIVERS 0.0 .ACCU~ULATED PRODUCT =
Hll1= 81.00000 H121= 36.93967 H131= 11.32499 H141= 29.94995 H151-
HSOLLC1}s 81;00000 HSOlL(2t= 3~~93q67 HSCll(3}~ 11~324q9 HSOlLt4t s 29.94995 HSOLLCSJ=
HOSOLL- 167.177 SUM OF INTERIM STORES SUHZL= 149.610 .PLANNED PRODUCT ~ 23.490
OKRAI1I= 5.76000 OKRAC21= 4.85000 OKRAI31= 0.0 OKRAI4l= 8.10000 OKRAISI=
OKSCRlll. 5.76000 OKSORI21- 4.85000 CKSORI3l. 0.0 CKSDRJ41= 8.10000 OKSORI51=













0.0 .ACCUMULATED PRODUCT =
8.74999 Hi41- 30.19995 Hi5l·
8.74999 HSOLLI41= 30.19995 HSOLLI51=
154.140 .PLANNED PRODUCT = 21.540
9.50000 CKRAI41= 8.10000 OKRAC51=
9.50000 OKSORI41= 8.10000 OKSORI51=
20.99991 ZL141= 32.39998 ZLISI=
20.000,H= 168.342 AND DIVERTED QUANTITY DIVERS
HI11= 83.00000 H121- 37.31966 H131-
HSCLLlll= 83.00000 HSOlLI2l= 31.31966 HSOLLI31-
HOSOLL= 168.342 SUM OF INTERIM STORES SUMZL=
CKRAI1I. 5.16000 OKRAI21= 4.85000 OKRAI3l-
OKSDRlll- 5.76000 OKSORI21= 4.8S000 OKSORI31-
ZLll1= 77.99953 lL121= 7S.00000 lLI3'-
T- 20.500,H= 169.157 AND DIVERTED QUANTITY DIVERS 0.0 .ACCUMULATED PRODUCT =
Hlll= 85.00000 H121= 37.69965 HC31- 11.11499 H141= 2S.69995 HISI=
HSOLlCll= 85.00000 HSOLLI21- 37.69965 HSOLlI31= 11.17499 HSOLl!41= 25.69995 HSOLLISI=
HOSOLL= 169.151 SUM OF INTERIM STORES SUMZL- IS8.669 .PLANNED PRODUCT = 31.590
OKRAlll= 5.76000 OKRAI21- 4.85000 OKRAI3l- 0.0 OKRAi4j= 8.10000 OKRAI51=
CKSORlll= 5.76000 OKSORI21= 4.85000 DKSORI31= 0.0 CKSCRI41= 8.10000 OKSORi51=













0.0 .ACCUMULATED PRDDUCT ~
8.59999 H141= 25.94995 H151=
8.59999 HSCLLI41= 25.94995 HSOLLI51=
163.199 .PLANNED PRODUCT = 3S.640
9.50000 CKRAI41= 8.10000 OKRAISl="
9.50000 CKSCRI41= 8.10000 CKSCRI5)=
20.99997 ZL141= 32.39998 ZLISI·
T= 21.000,H- 169.722 AND DIVERTEO QUANTITY DIVERS
HilI- 87.00000 H121= 38.01964 HI3'=
HSOLLlll= 81.00000 HSDlLI21= 38.07964 HSCLLI31=
HOSOLL= 169.122 SUM OF INTERIM STORES SUMZL-
CKRAll1~ 5.760UO OKRAI21= 4.85000 OKRAI31-
OKSORlll= 5.16000 OKSORI21= 4.85000 OKSORI31-
ZLll'- 81.99950 ZL121- 80.00000 ZL131=
MARKll1 WAS SET =1
T= 21.500,H= 170.531 AND DIVERTED QUANTITY DIVERS 0.0 .ACCUMULATEO PROOUCT =
Hlll= 87.00000 H121= 40.37962 H131= 11.02499 H141= 21.4499S H151=
HSOLLlll- 81.00000 HSOLLI21= 40.37962 HSOLLI31= 11.02499 HSCLLI41= 21.44995 HSOLLI51=























0.0 .ACCUMULATED PRODUCT =
8.44999 H141= 26.19995 H151=
8.44999 HSOlLI41= 26.19995 HSOllI51=
86.260 .PlANNED PRODUCT = 39.690
9.50000 GKRAI41= 0.0 CKRAI51=
9.50000 CKSORI41= 0.0 OKSORI51=
20.99997 Zl141= 32.39998 ZlI5J=
T= 22.000,H= 175.287 AND DIVERTEO QUANTITY DIVERS
Hl11= 87.00000 H121: 42.67961 H131=
HSClll11= 87.00000 HSOllI21= 4~.67961 HSOllI31=
HOSOll= 175.287 SUM OF INTERIM STORES SUMZl=
CKRAl11: 9.60000 OKRAI21= 4.85000 OKRAI31=
OKSORlll= 9.60000 CKSORI21= 4.85000 OKSORI31=







T= 22.500,H= 176.102 AND OIVERTEO QUANTITY OIVERS 0.0 .ACCUMULATEO PRODUCT =
Hlll= 87.00000 H121= 44.97960 H131= 10.87498 H141= 21.69995 H151=
HSOLllll= 87.00000 HSOllI21= 44.97960 HSOllI31= 10.87498 HSCllI41= 21.69995 HSOllI51=
HOSOll= 176.102 SUM OF INTERIM STORES SUMZl= 88.790 .PlANNED PROOUCT = 43.740
CKRAlll= 9.60000 OKRAI21= 4.8500C OKRAI31= 0.0 CKRAI41= 8.10000 OKRAI51=
CKSCRlll= 9.60000 CKSORI2J= 4.85000 OKSORI31= '.0 CKSCRI4J= 8.10000 OKSGRI51=







0.0 .ACCUMUlATcD PRODUCT =
8.l9998 Hl41 = 26.44995 H151=
8.29998 HSOllI41= 26.44995 HSOLlI51=
91.320 .PlANNED PROOUCT = 43.740
9.50000 CKRAI41= 0.0 GKRAI51=
9.50000 OKSGRI41= 0.0 OKSORI51=
20.99997 Zl141= 32.39998 Zl151=
T= 23.000,H= 180.851 ANO OIVERTED QUANTITY DIVERS
Hlll= 87.00000 H121= 47.27959 H13i=
HSOlllll= 87.00000 HSOLlI2J= 47.27959 HSOllI31=
HCSOll= 180.851 SUM OF INTERIM STORES SUMZl=
CKRAlll= 9.60000 OKRAI21= 4.85000 CKRAI31=
CKSCRlll= 9.60000 OKSORI21= 4.e5000 CKSORI31=







T= 23.500,H= 181.666 ANO DIVERTED QUANTITY OIVERS 0.0 .ACCUMUlATED PROOUCT :
Hlll= 87.00000 H121= 49.57957 H131= 10.72498 H141= 21.94995 H151=
HSOlllll= 87.00000 HSOllI21= 49.57957 HSOllI31= 10.72498 HSOllI41= 21.94995 HSOllI51=
HCSOll= 181.666 SUM OF INTERIM STORES SUMZl= 93.850 .PlANNEO PRODUCT = 47.790
CKRAlll= 9,.60000 OKRAI21= 4.85000 OKRA13I= 0.0 OKRAI41= 8.10000 OKRAI5)=
OKSORlll= 9.60000 OKSORI21= 4.85000 OKSORI31= 0.0 CKSORi41= 8.10000 CKSORI51=







0.0 .ACCUMUlATED PROOUCT =
8.14998 H141= 26.69995 HI5)=
8.14998 HSCllI41= l6.69995 HSOlliSI=
96.380 .PlANNEO PROOUCT = 47.790
9.50000 CKRAI41= 0.0 CKRAI5)=
9.50000 CKSCRi41= 0.0 CKSCR(51=
20.99997 Zl141= 32.39998 Zl151=
T= 24.000,H= 186.416 AND DIVERTED QUANTITY DIVERS
Hili= 87.00000 Hili= 51.87956 Hi3i=
HSClllll= 87.00000 HSOllI21= 51.87956 HSOllI31=
HCSOll= 186.416 SUM OF INTERIM STORES SUMZl=
OKRAlll= 9.60000 OKRAI21= 4.85000 OKRAI31=
CKSORlll= 9.60000 OKSORI21= 4.8500C CKSORI31=







T= 24.500,H= 187.231 ANO DIVERTED QUA/IITlTY DIVERS 0.0 .ACCUMUlATEO PROOlJCT =
Hlll= 87.00000 Hlll= 54.17955 H131= 10.57498 H141= 22.19995 H151=
HSOlllll= 87.00000 HSOllI21= 54.17955 HSOll{31= 10.57498 HSOLlI41= 22.19995 HSOllI51=
HCSOll= 187.l31 SUM OF INTERIM STORES SUMZl= 98.9l0 .PlANNED PROOUCT = 51.840
CKRAlll= 9.60000 OKRAI2)= 4.85000 CKRAI31= 0.0 CKR.141= 8.1~00n CKRAIS)=
OKSORUI= 9.60000 OKSORI21= 4.850000KSOR13I= 0.0 OKSORI41= 8.1000(1 OKSORI51=













0.0 .ACCUMUlATED PRODUCT =
7.99998 HI4J= 26.94995 H(5)=
7.99998 HSOllI41= 26.94995 HSOllI51=
101.440 .PlANNED PRODUCT = Sl.840
9.50000 CKRAI41= 0.0 OKRAI51=
9.50000 OKSCRl~l= 0.0 OKSORI51=
20.99997 Zl141= 32.39998 ll151=
T= 25.000,H= 191.981 ANO DIVERTED QUANTITY DIVERS
Hlll= 87.00000 Hill= 56.47954 H131=
HSClllll= 87.00000 HSOllI21= 56.47954 HSOllI31=
HCSClL= 191.981 SUM OF INTERIM STORES SUMZl=
OKRAIIJ= 9.60000 OKRAI21= 4.85000 OKRAI31=
CKSCRlll= 9.60000 OKSDRI21= 4.85000 OKSORi31=
1l111= 81.99950 Zl121= 100.00000 Zli31=
~.RKlll WAS SET =1
S~AP.TI~E= 0.25958377
CHßNGE CF llSIJ= 11
138
X~Ull= 10.000
RKAPPAIII H~INII ) HMAXIII OKMAXII) llSUI ABZI/( 11 HHAlBUI RORYUI
0.040 4.500 160.000 10.000 0.400 0.020 80.000 0.0
0.030 25.000 110.000 10.000 0.500 0.0 100.000 0.0
0.0 10.000 30.000 10.0CO 0.600 0.0 20.000 0.1)51)
0.070 25.000 100.000 9.000 0.600 0.0 30.000 0.030
0.200 0.050 6.000 0.300 0.200 0.0 0.600 0.0
THE THECRETICAl lTIIII AND REAL I TREAll I) I TIMES, UNTI l A MINIMAL CONTENT OF THE CORRESPONOYNG.UNITS I S PEArH~f),ARE
Tl 11= 0.4500 Tl21= 4.7903 Tl3)= 6.B521 AND Tl41= 13.4311
WHEREßS TREß1l1l 0.4500 TREAll21= 4.9399 TREAll31 = 7.0018 AND TREA1l41= 13.5807
T= 0.500,H= 5.000 AND DIVERTED QUANTITY DIVERS 0.0 .ACCUMUlATEO PRODUCT = 0.0
HIlI= 5.00000 H121= 0.0 H13I= 0.0 H(4)= 0.0 HI5)= 0.0
HSCll I 11= 5.00000 HSCllI2)= 0.0 HSCllI3)= 0.0 HSCllI4)= 0.0 HSOlll51= 1).0
HOSOll= 5.000 SUM OF INTERIM STORES SUMll= 0.0 .PlANNED PRODUCT = 0.0
CKRßlll= 0.0 OKflAI21= 0.0 GKRA13I= 0.0 GKRAI41= 0.0 OKRAI51= 0.0
GKSCR I 11= 0.0 OKSORI21= 0.0 OKSORI31= 0.0 CKSORI41= 0.0 OKSORI51= 0.0
ZLlll= 0.0 lll21 = C.C lll31 = 0.0 lll41= 0.0 lll51 = 0.0
T= 1.000,H= 10.000 AND DIVERTEO QUANTITY DIVERS 0.100 • ACCUMUlATEO PROOIJCT = C.I)
Hl11= 7.10000 1'121= 2.78400 H131= 0.0 H141= 0.0 H151= 0.1160t'
HSCllll1= 7.00000 HSOlLI21= 2.88000 HSOlLI31~ 0.0 HSCLL(4)= 0.0 HSOlll5)= 0.12000
HOSClLa 10.000 SUM OF INTERIM STORES SUMll= 2.000 .PLANNED PRODUCT = 0.0
OKRA 111= 5.56800 CKRAI21= 0.0 OKRAI31= 0.0 GKRAI41= 0.0 CKRAI51= 0.0
CKSCRll)= 5.76000 GKSORI2)= 0.0 OKSGRI31= 0.0 OKSORI41= 0.0 OKSORI51= 0.0
lll1l= 2.00000 Zl121= 0.0 lll31 = 0.0 lll41 = 0.0 lllSI= 0.0
T= 1.500,H= 15.000 AND DIVERTED QUANTlTY DIVERS 0.200 • ACCUMUlATEO PRODUCT = (1.'"
1'111= 9.20000 HI2)= 5.5680C H13I= 0.0 HI4)= 0.0 1'151= 0.2320(1
HSOlll1l = 9.00000 HSOllI21= S.76000 HSOLLl31= 0.0 HSGlll41= 0.0 HSOLL(5)= 0.2400n
HOSCll= 15.000 SUM OF INTERIM STORES SUMll= 4.030 .PlANNEO PRODUCT = 0.0
CKRßlll= S.56800 OKRAI21= O.C OKRAI31= (J.O CKRAI41 = 0.0 OKRAISl= 0.19200
OKSOR 111 = 5.76000 OKSORI21= 0.0 OKSORI31= 0.0 CKSORI4)= 0.0 GKSORI51= 0.1921)0
Zllll= 4.01)000 lU 21= 0.0 lll31= 0.0 lL(4)= 0.0 lll5) = 0.0301')('
T= 2.000,H= 20.000 AND CIVERTED QUANTITY DIVERS 0.300 .ACCUMUlATED PRODUCT = 0.0
HIll= 11.30000 H121= 8.35200 Hl3I= 0.0 H141= 0.0 H151= 0.34800
HSClU 11= 11.00000 HSOlLl21= 8.64000 HSOLll31= 0.0 HSClU4l a 0.0 HSOlU 51= 0.3601'0
HGSOLl= 20.000 SUM OF INTERIM STORES SUMlL= 6.060 • PLANNED PRODUCT = 0.0
OKRAIll= 5.56800 OKRAI21= 0.0 OKRAI31= 0.0 OKRAI4)= 0.0 CKRAI51= 0.1921'10
CKSCRIlI= 5.76000 OKSORI21= 0.0 OKSORI31= 0.0 CKSORI41= 0.0 OKSORI51= 1).19201'
Zllll= 6.001')00 lLl21= 0.0 lll31= 0.0 lll41 = 0.0 lLl51= t'.06001'1
T= 2.500,H= 25.000 ANC CIVERTEO QUANTITY DIVERS 0.400 .ACCUMUlATED PRODUCT = 0.')
HIli = 13.39999 H121= 11.13600 H131= 0.0 HI4)= 0.0 H151= 0.4640"
HSOlU 11= 13.00000 HSCLlI21= 11.5200C HSOlL13I= 0.0 HSCl1l41= 0.0 HSOLll51 = 0.481'100
HOSCH= 25.000 SUM OF INTERIM STORES SUMll= 8.090 .PlANNEO PRODUCT = 0.0
CKRAI1I= 5.56800 OKRAI21= 0.0 CKRAI31= 0.0 OKRAI41= 0.0 OKRAI51= 0.192(1)
CKSCRlll= 5.76000 CKSDRI21= C.O CK SCR 131= 0.0 CKSCRI41= 0.1) OKSORISI= 0.19200
zi u r- 8.00000 II f21 = C.D lU31= 0.0 lll41 = 0.0 lUSI= 0.09000
T= 3.000,H= 30.000 AND DIVERTED QUßNTITY DIVERS 0.500 .ACCUMUlATED PRODUCT = C.f'
Hl11= 15.49998 H121= 13.92CCO H131= 0.0 H141= 0.0 HI5)= /).5800'1
HSClll1l = 15.00000 HSOlll21= 14.40000 HSOlLl31= 0.0 HSOlll4) = 0.0 HSOLLI51= 0.6'''000
HCSOLl= 30.000 SUM OF INTERIM STORES SUMZL= 10.120 .PLANNED PRCDUCT = 0.0
OKRAIll= 5.56800 OKRAI21= 0.0 OKRAI31= 0.0 CKRßI41= 0.0 OKRAI51= 1).19200
CKSOR 111 = 5.76000 OKSORI21= 0.0 OKSOR131 = 0.0 CKSORI41= 0.0 OKSORI51= 0.19200
HIlI= 10.00000 lLl21 = 0.0 lll3)= 0.0 l1l41 = 0.0 lllSI= 0.12000
T= 3.500,H= 35~00O AND DIVERTED QUANTITY OIVERS 0.600 .ACCUMUlATEO PROQUCT = ~.t)
Hili = 17.59996 H121= 16.70399 H131= 0.0 H141= 0.0 H151= 0.69600
HSOlLl1l= 17.00000 HSGlLI21= 17.28000 HSCLlI3)= 0.0 HSCLU41= 0.0 HSOlLlSI= ".720"ln
HCSCLL= 35.01)0 SUM OF INTERIM STORES SUMlL= 12.1S0 .PLANNED PRODUCT = O./)
OKRAIlI= S.56800 OKRAI21= 0.0 OKRAI31= 0.0 OKRAI41= 0.0 OKRAI51= 0.19200
CKSORIlI= 5.76000 OKSORI21= 0.0 OKSORI31= 0.0 CKSORI41= 0.0 GKSORI51= 0.19200
lll1l = 11.99999 l1l21= 0.0 Zll31= 0.0 lU41 = 0.0 lll51= 0.150(10
